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MITCard Changes

Prompt Concerns
By Stacey E. Blau
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Forward David S. Danese '99 scores In the men's soccer team's Saturday game against
Fontbonne College. MITwon 7-0."
'

Rosemary D. Grimshaw
MArch '78
.

;,..

..

,

•

RosemarY'D.: Grimshaw MArch '78, former assistant professor of
architecture, died on Sept. 15 after a three-year battle with amyotrophl' ~jt;tl8tend!sC1erosi8:'8JSO'k:no)Vn"8S
Lou Gehrig's disease. She was 53., .'
.:}",;,,;'\~:'n~ha~'\Vould'" 'antpepp.le 10. remembe.r her as a teache a per"s~~';fwl\o~lnsp "~dle1~. dents"by
t
glimpses
't
passionate and real," said Professor of Architecture William L. Porter
PhD '69, former dean of the Schbol of At:chitecture 'and Planning. "She
, hoped that those glimpses would inform their designing."
Grimshaw provided her students with these glimpses by holding
sevehl1"actiVe positions outside of the Institute. She was founder of
the Cambridg~:: architectural ,firm Linea 5. She served as principal
designer for several projects, including the Atlantic Union College
Master Plan, the Strategic Land Plan for the Taconic Foundation in
Vermont, the Great Pond Bay Resort on St. Croix, and the Support
and Administration Building for the New York Power Authority.
Grimshaw was also a senior member of the Arrowstreet Inc.,
design team for the Massachusetts Archive on Columbia Point, and
had rec~ntly completed work on new homes in Boston, New Milfrod,
CT, and Jackson, MS.

~{vjng :etn~

, Outside experiences

ontfe that'arc"

add dimension

These outside experiences added an extra dimension to her teach-

Grimshaw, Page 16

Intel CEO Grove Speaks
AbontIndustry Changes
By Christopher L FailinJ
STAFF REPORTER

On Wednesday,
Andrew
S.
Grove, president and CEO of Intel
Corporation, spoke in the fifth lecture of the Industry
Leaders in
Technology and Management seminar series.

The Department of Housing and
Food Services is in the process of
responding
to concerns
over
changes made to the new MIT Card,
which is valid starting today.
The new card features two major
changes thts year. The word "stu- \
dent," which previously appeared
on the front face of the card, was
taken ofT. The'expiration date on the
card, which used to be one year
from the date it went into effect,
was extended to four years, until
Sept. 26,2000.'
Several students called to complain about the omission of the word
"student," said Lucy Ann Barrera,
manager of the MIT Card Office.
While the card, with its unique
silver background,' is recognizable
as a student card at MIT, people

outside MIT might not recognize it
as such, perhaps causing problems
for students who use it as identification or for special student discounts,
she said.
Director of Housing and Food
Services
Lawrence
E. Maguire
made the decision to take off the
"student" tag last year. The idea was
to remove any extra, unnecessary
information on the' card because "a
clean card makes sense," Maguire
said. Less information on the card
means more privacy and security if
the card falls into the wrong hands,
he said.
"I don't know if it was a conscious decision
in hindsight,"
Maguire said. "Looking at it now, it
probably makes more sense to have
'student' on it" because of the iden-

Card, Page 19

As.Dining Group Solicits Input,
Confusion Remains on Contract
By Douglas E" Helmburg~n

MIT WIll do with its dining services. .
'
The dining review working
Members of the dining group
r group met this week:\vith residents
remain confused, however, about
;of McCormick Hall, Burton-Conner
the potential one-year renewal of
HOuSe:'lu1d'BakerJioUse despite'lin-"" the Aramatk:contract:~""
",'
gering confusion among members
'''We're
waiting to hear from Bill
of the group over its relationship to
Dickson," said John S. Hollywood
'the' future of dining' services on
G, a member of the group. "Right
campus.
now, we're wOl'king to have the
The group, created during the
review done by the end of the
end of the spring semester, is in
Independent Activities Period. If it
charge' of formulating a framework
is, the requests for proposals [for'"
for dining on campus~ said Director
new dining providers] will be done
of the Campus Activities Complex
this year."
'Philip J. Walsh, who serves,as head
However, such a timeline would
of the review group.
preclude the selection of a new dinIn the next two weeks, the group
ing vendor
or vendors
for the
plans to solicit input from residents
1997-98 school year, said Associate
of all other dormitories and several
Director for Food Services John T.
independent living groups, Walsh
McNeill.
For this reason,
"the
said.
'Aramark
contract will probably be
But the group will not be making
renewed," he said.
'
a report until the end of January to
Group not involved with bidding
Senior Vice President William R.
Dickson '56, who along with Dean
The purpose
of the working
for Undergraduate
Education
group is to create a food services
Rosalind H'. Williams, is responsi-'
system that will be economical
ble for the ,final decision on what
while building
community
and
STAFF REPORTER

emphasizing student participation
and nutrition, Walsh said.
Walsh emphasized
that the
dining
review
group
is not
involved
in the issuing of contracts. "We;re Jooking'tit dining at'
a more conceptual level to find a
system
that meets our dining
needs," Walsh said. "The framework will become the basis for
Housing and Food Services to use
in' any [requests for proposals] that
are developed."
"It was our intention last year to
extend [the Aramark contract] only
one year," Dickson said. "However,
the dining group should be and is
driven by doing the job they set out
to do and not by the rebidding
issue."
The review group was not going
to rush its efforts to finish by an
arbitrary
deadline,
Walsh said.
"We're
trying to do this by the
beginning of the second term."
Still, "there may be areas where
we have to explore
into more

Aramark, Page 11

Th~ School of Engineering and
Sloan School 'of Management
are
, sponsoring the series in conjunction
with the Center for Technology,
Policy, and Industrial Development.
The series will bring to MIT leading
CEOs who have distinguished themselves in endeavors involving tech
nology and management. '
The lecture, titled "Exploiting
the Crisis Points: Challenging Every
Company and Career," was ,held in
a full Wong Auditorium in the Tang
Center. An' overflow
room was
quickly filled with a standing r.oom
,only crowd
Grove discusses major changes
Grove talked for most of his lecture about "strategic
inflection
points~" These points are t'u~damental changes in a business or industry. Grove also addresses
these
inflection points in his new book,
Only the Paranoid Survive.
An example of a strategic inflection point would include a Walmart
moving into a sm~ll town and forc-
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Aurea F. Maldonado '99 fights' for the ball with a ,Nichols College player In Tuesday'S women's
'soccer team's matCh at Steinbrenner Stadium. MIT tied Nichols in double overtime 2-2.
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U.N. to Lift Sanctions on Bosnia
THE WASHINGTON POST
UNITED

NATIONS

The U.N. Security Council is expected to formally lift economic
sanctions against Serbian-led Yugoslavia and the Bosnian Serbs next
week following thp certification in the next day or two of results of
the Sept. 14 Bosnian elections, a senior U.S. diplomat said Thursday.
The sanctions have been suspended since last autumn's Dayton
peace accords, but it has been possible for the United States or another power to insist on reimposing them at any time. Once the sanctions
are abolished, as now expected, it would take a unanimous vote of the
council to reimpose them.
Assistant Secretary of State John Kornblum, the U.S. point man
for Bosnia, outlined the timetable for lifting sanctions after Secretary
of State Warren Christopher met here with foreign ministers of the
five-nation "contact group" on Bosnia, President Alija Izetbegovic of
Bosnia and the foreign ministers of Yugoslavia and Croatia.
His announcement indicated that differences have been resolved
within the contact group of mediators over ending sanctions. There
had been suggestions that the Clinton administration had wanted to
delay lifting sanctions until the Serbs cooperated in such steps as participating in a joint meeting of the new, three-member presidency in
Sarajevo, the traditional Bosnian capital.
The United States wants to maintain maximum pressure on the
Bosnian Serb faction to avoid secessionist tendencies and help ensure
that the new government is a viable confederation of Muslims, Serbs
and Croats.
.
Initially, the ne~ly elected Serb representative on the presidency,
Momcilo Krajisnik, had refused to go to Sarajevo for the joint meeting. However, that roadblock
was pushed aside Thursday by
Kornblum's
announcement
that an organizational
meeting of the
presidency now is scheduled for Sarajevo early next week.

Senate Upholds Clinton's Veto
Of 'Late-Term Abortion Ban Bill
LOS ANGELES

TIMES
WASHINGTON

The Senate Thursday upheld President Clinton's veto of a bill that
would have outlawed a controversial late-term abortion procedure, an
issue that could tip scales in congressional elections but so far has
f~iled to resonate in the presidential campaign.
But even as senators rebuffed efforts to ban "partial-birth abortion," abortion foes claimed viCtory and plotted a move into the highstakes game of presidential politics.
"It's a winning issue" for Bob Dole, insisted Christian Coalition
president Ralph Reed, who renewed calls for the Republican nominee
to confront Clinton over his April veto.ofthe bill.
Fifty-seven senators voted to override the veto, nine short of the
two-thirds majority required. 'Forty-one lawmakers' sided with Clinton.
The Dole campaign responded to the vote with a stinging denunciation of Clinton's veto. "Bob Dole knows, like every every mother
and father, that there is no defense - none.:- fot a procedure so
cruel that even members of Bill Clinton's own party describe it as
'infanticide,'''
said Christina Martin, deputy press secretary of the
Dole campaign.
'

Lebed Blasts Leaders for Gridlock
LOS ANGELES

By Glenn Frankel
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

With a sudden burst of bloodshed, the conflict between Israel and
the Palestinians has reverted to the
time-honored pattern of provocation
and response, kill and be killed. But
this time there is a crucial difference: Palestinians have a paramilitary police force and automatic
weapons, and Israelis are taking
heavier losses than in the past.
The 'confrontation le~ves Israel's
new and unte'sted leader, Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, with
a stark choice. He can seek to satisfy his right-wing base and permanently shatter the terms of the Oslo
peace agreement between Israel and
the
Palestine'
Liberation
Organization
by sending Israeli
troops back to the cities and populated zones of the "West Bank and
Gaza Strip to restore order: Or he
can try to move to the political center by seeking to rees'tablish the
partnership with Palestinian leader
Vasser Arafat that was the centerpiece of the accord between the-two
longstanding enemies.
By contrast, Vasser Arafat, who
called for the demonstrations
that
led to the violence, so far appears to
be the beneficiary. The turmoil has
put the Palestinian cause back on
the world's
television
screens,
increased his stature both at home
and in the Arab' world at large, and
forced the Clinton administration to
focus on the region in the midst of
an election campaign. But there are
indications the violence has intensified to the point where Arafat can-'
not keep it under control..
..
"While the confrontation is good

With Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin hospitaliz,ed and out of
the Kremlin for the rest of the year, the ambitious general who is considered most likely to succeffd him jumped into the power vacuum
Thursday with a damning harangue against the current administration.
Alexander I. Lebed, a retired war hero, celebrated his first 100
days as Security Council chief with loud public laments that Russian
leaders have beggared their arme~. forces to the point of mutiny and
pushed this society's neglected citizens to the verge of revolt.
He directed most of the blame tdward his chief rival for power;
Prime Minister Viktof S. Chemomyrdin, but also distanced himself
from the ailing Yeltsin.
Lebed complained
in one newspaper interview that some in
Yeltsin's inner circle are "yesterday's men"; in another he said that
he was excluded from the clique making decisions in the president's
absence.
"
.
.

WEATHER
:'•Showery
.
We,ather Ahead
By Michael M()rgan
~s~~~~~~M=E~r~E~~~o~L=O~G=~~T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'_~"

From the Blue Hilts of southeastern Massachusetts to the White
Mountains of nprthern New England, it appears. as though only the
first half of the upcoming weekend will be salvageable. An anticyclone currently located just east of Boston wilt slowly move east during the weekend.'
.
As the anticyclone travels east, brisk southerly winds will move in
warmer, more moist air from the South. This moist southerly flow of
air, together with a cold froil! arriving from 'the West late Saturday,
brings the possibility of rain and rain showers for tate Saturday in
western New England.' Rain and rain showers will spread eastward to
the coast on Sunday.
'.,
Today: Partly sunny and mild; Winds southwest 5-10 mph
(8- 1'6. krnh). High 65°F (18°C).
.
.
Tonight: Partiy cloudy. Low 56°F (13°e)."
Saturday:
Increasing clouds' and warm; Showers possible after
sunset in western New England. Winds increasing from the South
10-20 mph (16-32 kmh). High 73-76°F (23-25°C). Low 6Q-65°F
(16-180C).
.
: Sunday: 'RaiIf and! rain showefs. developing.: Breezy and mild.
~igh 68-73°F (20-23°C). Low arout1tt'60bF'(l6°C).",t'
/!"
"
. " :1"
~__
,
_
_
_ '._.. ' '
"."

for him becau:;e it teaches
the
ditiotlally has provoked unrest. By
Israelis that freezing
the peace.
sanctioning
this week's show of
process is not cost-free, it can also
'strength in the Old City, Netanyahu
escalate and get totally out of his
in effect gave Arafat the weapon he
control, as happened today," said
needed to reassert his own authority.
Khalil S'hikaki, director
of the
"He's given Arafat a golden
Center for Palestinian Research and
opportunity on a silver platter," said
Studies in the West Bank city of
Yosef Alpher, a strategic analyst
Nablus.
who directs the American Jewish
The collapse
of relations
. Com'mittee's
Israel office. "This
between Netanyahu and Arafat dur~
kind of move hits at the primeval
ing the Israeli leader's first 100 days
fears of Muslims everywhere.
It
in office is the' context that in large
gives Arafat the perfect cause to
part explains why Israel's decision
rally his forces."
to dig through 20 inches of dirt and
Ironically,
the one sphere in
open new door to an existing tunwhich cooperation between Israelis
nel in the Old City of Jerusalem has
arid Palestinians
had continued
triggered such an explosion of rage
despite the change in govern~ent
among Palestinians.
was the military. The Israeli army
Netanyahu defeated the architect
and Palestinian
police had estabof the Oslo accord, Shimon Peres, in
lished cooperation and trust through
last May's election by promising a
continual meetings, joint patrols and
"secure peace" that would honor the
the sharing of intelligence. 'accord while emphasizing Israel's
Now that, too, is shattered. The
security needs. For more than three
decision by Palestinian
forces to
months Netanyahu repeatedly has
open fire on Israeli soldiers -.scorned and humiliated
Arafat,
responding in part to the army's use
treating him like a vanquished but
of live
ammunition
against
recalcitrant
enemy rather than a
Palestinian civilians - is the critipeace partner.
cal new element that makes this new
Netanyahu's right-of-center govconfrontation
the most dangerous
ernment has been confrontational in
and volatile yet.
its rhetoric, resistant to carry out
"Both sides have been trying to
Israel's commitment
to withdraw
redefine the rules of the game," said
troops partially from the West Bank
former ambassador
to the United
city of Hebron and critical
of
States Hamar Rabinovich, a member
Arafat's alleged failure to honor
of the opposition Labor party. "Now
parts of the accord.
we are at a stage of mutual inflicting
Yet the new government
has
of pain and damage."
been reluctant to resume discussions
For Israelis, the clashes have the
on range of issues that divide the
depressingly familiar ring of the old
two sides. These slights have weakintifada, the Palestinian uprising of
ened
Arafat'.s
stature
among
1987 to 1993 that led to the 051.0
Paiestiriiims. '. '. ' "'.
".'
accord and the 'end of Israel's 'mi/i-'
tary occupation of most of the W ~st.
Jerusalem is sacred ground .to
Bank and Gaza.
.
both sides, and any .move ~here tra-

a
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House ..Panel Delves Further
Into Ethics Probe .on Gingrich
By John E. Yang

TIMES
MOSCOW

,

With Violence in Israel Rising,
Both Sides Face Hard Choices

THE WASHINGTON

POST
WASHINGTON

The House ethics subcommittee
investigating
Speaker
Newt
Gingrich (R-Ga)., voted unanimousIy Thursday to expand its probe and
directed'its outside counsel to exatnine whether the speaker provided
"accurate,
reliable and complete
information" to the ethics committee.
The action by the panel of two
Republicans
and two Democrats
represents a significant broadening
of the 20-month ethics probe of the
speaker and gives James M. Cole,
the Washington white-collar criminal attorney who has been assisting
the panel, considerably
expand-ed
authority to conduct the investigation.
The panel's statement said it was
reacting to "certain facts (that) have
been discovered in the cours~ of' its
. inquiry. It did not 'specify those
~cts, but noted that it has been
reviewing a preliminary report Cole
submitted last month.
.
Since January, Cole has been
looking into whether Gingrich violated federal tax law by using taxdeductible charitable contributions
to foundations to further a partisan
political agenda through a college
course he taught.
Thursday,
the subcommittee
voted to expand its probe to include
whether any part of Gingrich's rela"
tionship with two tax-exempt foundations similarly violated federal tax
law.
While the subcommittee
noted
that the "scope of the preliminary
inquiry has been carefully focused,"

s,~~~

Progress and Freedom Foundation,
mal charges - said it expected to
a conservative
think tank run by
finish its work by early January.
Gingrich allies that help finance the
The subcommittee
was not
course, and the Abraham Lincoln
responding to any complaint filed
Opportunity Foundation, a charitaagainst Gingrich when it broadened
ble organization that funded a teleits investigation, relying instead on
vision "town meeting"
featuring.
an ethics committee rule that allows
Gingrich.'
. it to "consider any information in its
In a statement, Gingrich press'
possession
that a Member. .. may
secretary Tony Blankley said h(
have committed a violation."
was "confident the committee will
' Reps. Porter J. Goss (R-Fla.), the
conclude this matter to be ground-:
subcommittee's
chairman,
and
less."
Benjamin L. Cardin, D-M'd., the
Democrats
had long sought
panel's top Democrat, both left the
broad authority
for the outside
. committee meeting without speak- .
counsel. The ethics panel's outsideing
to reporters.
Committee
counsel in the Gingrich-initiated
Chairman Nancy L. Johnson, Rinvestigation
that led to the 1989
Conn., declined to discuss the comresignation of House Speaker Jim
mittee's action in any detail, saying
Wright (D-Tex.), had wide-ranging
only to reporters: "We are doing our
authority and developed
charges
job."
that went well beyond the original
Gingrich's .critics have alleged
charges against Wright.
that GOPAC has been the financial
"This is no longer just a simple
engine for all of his efforts to build
investigation - this is a whole new
a GOP majority in the House. "All
ball game," saId House Minority
roads lead to GOPAC," Bonior said
Whip David E. Bonior (D-Mich.),
Thursday.
Gingrich's chief House antagonist.
The subcommittee
acted as
Some House Democrats,
who
House Democrats have been stephave been stepping up their assault
ping up the political pressure force.
on the speaker
over the ethics
the release of Cole's report; chargcharges as Election Day approaches,
ing that Republicans are seeking to
called on Gingrich to step aside as
suppress it until after the election.
speaker until the matter is settled.
Bonior has urged Democratic House
~'The integrity and the honesty of
challengers to use the issue in their
the speaker of the Bouse has been
campaigns against GOP lawmakers.
seriously called into question," said
Cole will report his findings to
Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.). "The only
the four-member investigative subappropriate
course of action for
committee. If at least three subcomNewt' Gingrich ... is to step aside... . mittee members agree there is "reaUntil that time a cloud will continue
son to believe that a violation has
to hang over the House and over the
occurred," they can draw up formal
speaker."
charges against Gingrich.
I~ that
. The development
virtually
happened,
the three Republicans
. ensures that the investigation
will. and three Democrats on the ethics
I

::c.ontipu~:',~ft~.~;thf, ~o,~~m?~r:',~le~~:'., .:c.om~itt~e who are. not on the irivesits new. di~~c,tio,~,~,t<>
~id P9t ...
.limit him In hiS exaU1m~t~pn\ 9r\i'ltton~ ~1t~.9Pg~"l~e s/lb~,op1~I~~p(7:7:I'I:ttgattve
subcommittee
would hold
'Gingrich's
relati~nships
with the'
which has the authority to file forhearings.
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Mexican Ruling party Remains
Under Fire as Probe Concludes
By Mark FIneman

The investigation included quesLOS ANGELES TIMES
tions about the role Zedillo had
MEXlCOCITY played, while serving as federal
Just days after this nation's rulbudget director, in a contr.oversial
ing party passed sweeping internal
S7-million Conasupo payment to
reforms, opposition
leaders and
one of its suppliers. The commisindependent analysts charged that
sion report cleared him of any
wrongdoing ..
the Institutional
Revolutionary
Party, or PRI, took a leap backward
It also found insufficient eviThursday.
dence to support allegations
of
The PRI majority in Mexico's
widespread fraud and endangering
lower Chamber of Deputies officialpublic health in Conasupo's
purly ended an investigation that many
chase and supply of billions of dolMexicans viewed as a crucial test of
lars worth of subsidized tortillas,
government accountability - a 10flour, powdered milk and other stamonth legislative probe of a multiples to Mexico's poor.
billion-dollar government food-disStaging an opposition walkout in
tribution company. The company
the commission's. final session, conwas suspected of widespread corgressman Javier Gutierrez Vidal of
ruption in past PRI administrations.
the National Action Party declared:
Amid opposition
charges
of
"In this case, the PRI is showing its
cover-up, the deputies voted along
true face - the face that pretended
party lines to send to President
to cleanse itself at its (national
Emesto Zed ill 0 a legislative report
party) assembly last weekend and
finding no evidence of high-level
that today shows itself being the
corruption and listing only isolated
same as before."
irregularities in the operations of the
Manuel Hinojosa, the investigating commission's
PRI chairman,
National Food Staples Co., known
defended .the report: "We can't
by its Spanish acronym, Conasupo.

Ongoing Mideast Violence Le~ds
Clinton into New Policy Dilemma
THE WASHINGTON

invent things .... If they don't like
the results, well that's not our fault."
During Thursday's heated, daylong parliamentary debate, a succession of opposition deputies charged
the PRI with "sweeping
its dirt
under the rug."
Some accused it of limiting the
investigation
to shield
senior
Conasupo officials, some of whom
also were PRI officials.
Others
asserted that the commission, dominated by PRI congressmen,
spent
insufficient
time and resources
investigating the now-jailed elder
brother of former President Carlos
Salinas de Gortari.
"We're not covering up for anyone. We will fight corruption wherever we find it," responded PRI
deputy Juan Manuel Cruz Acevedo.
"I think (the Conasupo report)
shows the PRI feels sufficiently
strong to do both things at once talk about reform and protect its
own interests," concluded Emilio
Zebad~a, political science professor
at Mexico
City's
Colegio
de
Mexico.

Mutated Gene CoInmonin Whites.
Discovered to Slow Effects of HIV
By Rick Weiss

Science.
"It's the extensive epidemiologiTHE WASHINGTON POST
The study also confirms prevical data collected on these patients
WASHINGTONo~s hints that about 1 percent of
that made this work possible," said
A genetfc mutation common in 'American whites inherit a mutant
O'Brien, who directs NCI's laboraU.S. whites slows the progression of
version of the gene from both partory of genomic
diversity
in
AIDS in people infected wit.h the'
ents - a doubly protective dose
Frederick, Md.
AIDS-causing
virus, and in"some
that makes these individuals virtuThe work is the latest in a rapidcases protects individuals against " ally impervious to infection even if
fire series of discoveries since June
the disea.~e, according
to.~ ne,~
they are repeatedly exposed to the'
that has shifted AIDS researchers'
study.
virus.
attention away from' the virus itsel f
.' Scie~tists said the ne~ informa-."
. The new research, led by the
and onto a protein studding the surtion on the role played by' the defecNational Cancer Institute's Stephen
face of some human cells.
,"
.- ~.tiy¥:g~~.~~f?;~.r~)~aa to\a~i~~E.~,fi~~~:..' J..
~~~~~~!.I?~~~~a.h.d}v~ary~... '1he'.protCi~, kno~ as CKR5
the fight agamSt AtDg by spurnn.g. 1 CarT1ngton~elps explaIn wfiy some
C~R5, 15 part of a portal system 'that'
the development
of medicines or' people exposed to HIV fare better
allows the AIDS virus to enter cells
vaccines that mimic. the protective ..:.than others. It also shows that the
of the immune system. People with
mutation's effects. .
.
'.
protective
mutation
is rare in
mutant CKR5 genes cannot make
"It's a beautiful
study," said
African blacks, which suggest!? that
the crucial portal protein, and hence
Robert
C. Gallo,
head of the
the genetic glitch may have arisen in
are protected to varying extents
University of Maryland's Institute
an ancestral Caucasian after the two
from viral invasion.
of Human Virology in Baltimore,
races diverged.
'\ The researchers focused on the
who in 1984 co-discovered
the
Researchers praised the findings
CKR5 gene, which carries instruchuman immunodeficiency virus.
as an example of the benefits that
lions for' making a protein
on
The new work shows that about
can accrue from the dogged and
macrophages, the white blood cells
1 in 7 U.S. whites and about I in 59 .unglamorous work of communitythat HIV initially infects. That proU.S. blacks inherit the protective,
based AIDS organizations,
which
tein serves as a docking site for an
mutant gene from one parent, along
have for more than a decade collectimmune system hormone, but the
with a normal copy of the gene from
ed blood samples from thous~}lds of
AIDS virus can usurp the site to
the other parent. This harmless
H~V-infected people and kept track
infect macrophages.
.
genetic' condition naturally slows
of each individual's'
fate. It was
No one knows'what that disease
the progress of AIDS,. giving an
through the NCI team's genetic
was, or whether it still exists. "It
average of three extra years of life
analysis of those samples, that the
probably wasn't AIDS," O'Brien
to those infected with HIV, accord-.
naturally occurring protective facsaid. "But whatever it was, it proba. ing to the study in today's issue of
tors were found. '
bly had a high mortality."

or ~
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Census Bureau Reports Income Rose,
Poverty Rate Fell During Past Yearu.s.

Although
the
economy
emerged from recession more than
THE WASHINGTON
POST
four years ago, the benefits from the
WASHINGTONeconomic recovery had largely eludHousehold income rose for the. ed not only the poor but even the
first time in six years whiie the proaverage family - with most of the
portion of Americans .living below
gains concentrated
in the upperthe poverty line fell last year, the
income brackets.
Census Bureau reported Thursday.
But in 1995, the benefits of ecoAmong African Americans and the
nomic growth were spread Widely
elderly, poverty rates were the lowthrough th~ economy - in nearly
est on record.
all occupations,
education levels
Median household income rose
and income categQries.
2.7 percent last- year, to $34,076,
In fact, according to the governafter being adjusted for inflation.
ment's official measures, the gap
Over the same period, the poverty
between rich and poor actually narrate declined from 14.5 percent to
rowed slightly last year for the first
13.8 percent and the number of poor
time since 1990. Although
the
fell by 1.6 million,
the largest
am'ount was statistically insignifidecrease in 27 years.'
cant, it is one with plenty of politiBy the government's calculation,
cal saliency at a time when public
the poverty level for a family of
opinion polls show voters unusually'
four was $15,569.
anxious about their living standards
"The neWs is remarkably good,"
and the inequality of incomes.
said President Clinton, who quickly
Last year, the share of national
claimed the numbers as proof of the
income earned by households in the
By Barbara VobeJda
and Steven Pearlstein
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richest 40 "ercent - those with
household incomes above $65,124.
And after a decade in which it
appeared that the size of the middle
class was shrinking, the government
found it actually grew slightly the proportion of households with
incomes
between
$25,000
and
$75,000 rose by I percent.
At the same time, household
income adjusted for inflation still
remains below its 1989 pre-recession peak.
Also, despite increases in household and family income, median
earnings for full-time, year-round
workers did not improve. The figure
for men showed 'no (significant
change, while median earnings for
full-time working women fell $337
to $22,497.
But overall household income
improved for two reasons. First,
more household
members
were
working more hours. In addition,
other kinds of income might have

POST

WASHINGTON
The latest f1areup of violence in the Middle East has plunged the
Clinton administration into a profound policy quagmire as it struggles
to assuage Arab rage and salvage the Mideast peace process without
getting into a public dispute with Israel during the run-up to a presidential election.
U.S. officials were privately furious at'lsrael's decision earlier this
week to open an exit from a tourist tunnel under the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem - an act sure to spark Palestinian rage - without telling
the United States or the Palestinians in advance. Then the Americans
were upset again Thursday when Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu rebuffed a request to seal the tunnel back up, U.S. officials
and diplomatic sources said.
But U.S. officials from President Clinton down limited their public comments to appeals to both sides to restore order. The administration made a decision "not to play the blame game'," State
Department spokesman Nicholas Bums said.
"Over the past 24 hours we have been in constant touch with the
Israelis and the Palestinians," Clinton said at the White House. "Our
message to them is this: It is in everyone's interest to resolve their
differences peacefully, to work together on security and to avoid any
actions that could make progress on the peace between Israelis and
Palestinians so difficult."
At the State Department and in New York, where Secretary of
State Warren Christopher is meeting foreign leaders gathered for the
U.N. General Assembly, U.S. officials described frantic hours oftelephone calls to Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Vasser Arafat; pleading with them to meet and to bring the violence under control.
Their immediate
objective,
officials said, was to persuade
Netanyahu and Arafat to meet, Friday if possible, and come to an
agr,eement to stop the cycle of violence.

.New FDA, NllI Rules Promise
Therapies in Emergency Medicine
THE WASHINGTON

POST

WASHINGTON
To Newt Gingrich, it was an outrageous example of overregulation. In a Dec~mber 1994 appearance on NBC's "Meet the Press," the
House speaker held up a medical device for performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation
and said it could not be tested in America
because of government rules: "You can't get a test on a person who
. has a heart attack because they're unconscious, so you can't get
informed consent."
Thursday the Food and Drug Administration
and the National
Institutes of H'ealth moved to resolve that problem. The FDA
announced final regulations' for providing access to promising new
therapies in emergency medicine, and the NIH issued new policics
.. fo~ pu~ing t!te Jules .into action.
.."
.
Emergency care research presents one of the toughest ba\andng
, acts"in medic!~~. Manypatients

coming .into an emergency

room with

heart attacks, strokes or serious head injuries are in no condition to
agree to experimental procedures.
But the situation presents a .dilemma for those who protect the
public health. Too little innovation risks denying patients lifesaving
therapies. Too much innovation - or therapies without adequate
proof of effectiveness - could violate patient rights and risk their
lives besides. Because of abuses in the past, "people legitimately fear
being' used as' guinea pigs," said Marlene K. Tandy, a doctor and
attorney who has worked on the issue for the Health Industry
Mam,lfacturers Association. "On the other hand, you have to balance
that against'the fact that we need new therapies."
Tandy said that Thursday's proposal was "a real positive step."
"FDA and NIH have produced a coherent approach to protecting
patients who may'be helped by an experimental procedure but who.
cannot give consent on their own," Donna E. Shalala, secretary of the
health and human services, said in a statement.

Company Probed by FBI
For .Gang, Drug Leads
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

LOSANGELES
The FBI is probing Death Row Records, the leading independent
rap music label where rapper Tupac Shakur recorded his last songs,
for links to street gangs and drug trafficking,
law enforcement.
sources said Wednesday.
,
Federal authorities began investigating the 4-year-old company
and some of its officers months before Shakur was fatally wounded in
a Sept. 7 shooting in Las Vegas, according to sources familiar with
the probe. Sh~kur was a passenger in a car driven by Death Row's
co-founder and CEO, Marion "Suge" Knight, when it was attacked.
\
Sources said the investigation of Death Row Records extends
.beyond individual members of the recording company to the activi,ties of the company itself. One source close to the probe said federal
officials are trying to determine .whether the company was involved
in money laundering and racketeering as well as drug trafficking. FBI
officials declined to either confirm or deny the existence of a criminal
investigation.
. Since 1992, the FBI has actively investigated Southern California
street gangs, part of its attempt to crack down on violent street crime.
Those investigations
have resulted in scores of arrests, mostly on
drug-related charges including interstate trafficking of cocaine.
Asked if the company would cooperate with the investigation,
Death Row spokesman George Pryce said: "Absolutely no comment"
and hung up on a reporter.
.
Shakur joined Death Row label last year after Knight put up $1.4
million to bail him out of Rikers Island prison in New York City,
where he was in custody while appealing a conviction for sexual abuse.
While the federal probe appears to be the first major criminal
investigation of the Los Angeles-based company, Death Row's execiltives and marquee artists. have faced a raft of legal troubles.
. In 1995, Knight, a former defensive end for the University of Las
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While most people are still reeling from
the shock of being in classes again, one group
of students is looking ahead to our next big
break.
The Independent Activities student board,
'nearly one-and-a-half years old, has represented students' interests with regard to lAP, and
promoted the "cause" of lAP among students
(in other words, tried to make everyone realize what a fun and funky time it could be).
This year; there are a number of new projects under way to improve the lAP experience for students as well as the rest of the
MIT community.
One of the board's missions is to send representatives
to meetings
with Institute committees
and department
lAP coordinators
- not the most exciting
job, but to keep the spirit of lAP from morphing into "MIT's third semester," they have
to lobby for more not-for-credit
activities
and classes and fewer credit and required
classes.
Apart from communicating
with the
administrators of lAP, the board tries to get
the student body involved in a number of different ways. For instance, for people whose
fingers like to do the surfing, the board has set
up the lAP preview on the World Wide Web.
Soon people will be able to pre-register for
activities just by logging in.
But if they feel more active, students will
have a chance to see what is being offered and
pre-register at the student board's lAP expo.
Before the winter break, Lobby 10 will showcase many of the upcoming activities. And if
students have questions about lAP, like how
to start and run their own activities, living
group representatives recruited by the board
will be available in-house to address concerns,
hand out and collect forms (one-stop shopping), and direct students to other helpful
resources. In addition, the representatives will
be collecting
information
on how people
enjoy their lAPs to pass on to the studen~
board.
The board itself is expanding and seeking
new members to help with this year's projects and carr.y on when current members
begin to graduate. All undergrads and grads
who. are interested
should contact
iap-

board@mit.edu, or Undergraduate Academic
Affairs Program Director Marshall Hughes
(devil@mit.edu).
Noemi L. Giszpenc '98
and the other members of the lAP student board

are truly having fun doing what we love, then
time is a secondary issue. When we are having fun, academics will fall into place.
But is it our fault - the fault of the students - that we always feel that we don't
have enough time? I think. that we are responsible for ou'r own lives, but MIT is responsible
for making its students call MIT "hell" after
four years.
This image of MIT begins with Residence
MIT has a serious problem on its hands
and Orientation Week. From a male perspecwhen its students complain constantly about
tive, RIO was a difficult time. In just three
how much stress there is.
days, we were asked to choose between 32
Some would say that since MIT is ranked
independent living groups (fraternities, co-ed
the fifth best university in this country, nothliving groups, etc.) and 10 dormitories. Why
ing needs to be changed. Well, someone needs
doesn't MIT just assign housing to all of its
to wake up and realize that stress isn't good
students like other colleges? Wait, it can't.
for us and that something needs to be done to . MIT would be in big trouble if every single
help us reduce our stress. Why? It destroys
incoming freshman decided to live in a dorm.
our minds and keeps us from performing at
Why? There isn't enough housing for every
our best.
single freshman. The administration
thus
Where does stress really come from? Is it
encourages a very active rush.
from the amount of work that we get? Is it
So, while we should be getting information
from the level of difficulty of the problems we
to make an informed decision in choosing
are given? I don't think so.
what classes we should take or what activities
In order to get a good education, you have
we want to participate in, we are instead preto be challenged to think and be 'innovative.
occupied with where we want to live. Imagine
Then what causes stress? Stress is a result of
how much fun we could have had during that
our not being happy with what we are doing. I
week just meeting people and eXlploring
have seen so many people afraid to pursue
Boston and Cambridge.
non-academic interests because of the belief
Imagine if we all lived on campus in dorthat there isn't enough time. Maybe there isn't
mitories that were all close to each other.
enough time. But if we give up what we love
Imagine how many more people we would
doing, then we are defeating ourselves.
.
know. The housing situation at MIT segreHere is a personal example. I came to MIT
gates us. It ends up pooling together certain
very eager to join the MIT Symphony
types of people together in a particular fraterOrchestra. I talked to marly people about what
.
nity or dormitory. That isn't how life should
this perfoQ1ling arts group was like and the
be. I hope that MIT realizes that its housing
thing that I kept hearing was that it took up
situation is the root of many of its problems
too much time. In fact, it does take up a lot of
and investigates
the feasibility of building
time. Rehearsals are Tuesday and Thursday
another dormitory.
nights from 7:30 to 10 p.m. I consider that to
Many more things can be done to improve
be a rather large time commitment, but it is
MIT and to improve the quality of student
worth it because I love playing in an orcheslife. Even if the academics here are given five
tra.
.
stars, something is wrong when MIT receives
Just this past week I found out that I was
only three stars for the quality of life that its
named-one of the co-principal cello players. I
students enjoy. I hope that the MIT communiwasn't expecting this honor in my wildest
ty, the students, the faculty, and the adminisdreams - I'm only a freshman. Now imagine
tration realize that Jiving is supposed to be a
if I had listened to people's statements that
rewarding experience and not something to be
Symphony isn't worth the time and effort and
described as "hel1."
decided not even to audition. I would never
Jui-Chen Ghang '00
have found out what Symphony is really like.
Class of 2000 presidential candidate
Time plays too big a role in our lives. If we
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Institute Must Recognize Importance of Identification
Column by A. Arlf Husain
OPINION

•

•

EDITOR

The cost of an MIT education i -by all
means immeasurable. An average student will
devote four youthful years to this end and will
spend close to a $ I00,000 in the process.
Countless sacrifices will be required on the
part of students as they struggle to maintain
the status of an MIT student. Emotionally,
physically, and financially,
there are huge
investments to be made in pursuit of technical
exceJJence. But what are the returns?
Clearly, there is mu'ch to be said about the
"mastery of fundamentals,
motivation
for
learning, and inteJJectual discipline and selfreliance," which MIT seeks to develop in its
students in order to foster "a respect for moral
values, the duties of citi~nship, and the basic
human understanding and knowledge required
for leadership." At least, this is what I am told
in the overview section of t~e MIT Course
BuJJetin. Perhaps there is some truth to it. But
what I'm getting at here is not philosophy and
moral development,
but rather recognition.
Pure and simple, hardcore recognition.
AJJ intangibles aside, the only real evidence
I have of my hard-earned and hard-maintained
MIT student status is the MIT Card that bears
my likeness. I might cite my Brass Rat as weJJ,

but I'm not convinced that I'couldn't get one if
I weren't a student. Some day I will be fortunate to have a lovely paper diploma as permanent renown, but for now, my heart and soul is
pure plastic. At least it was.
. Three days ago I re~eived this year's issue
of my cherished
MIT Card. The font was
smaJJer, and slightly thicker, and the surface
was shinier and less scratched; but aside from
that it was nearly identical to myoid card,
save two significant changes. First, it took a
friend to point out to me that the expiration
date of year "00" was four years away, rather
than the usual one year, which ,seemed to
mean that I could claim student status well
into my alumnus days. Just as Iwas pondering
the ramifications of this seeming anomaly, it
occurred to me that the card no longer even
recognized
me as a student. The boldface
word "STUDENT,"
which had thus far
- appeared in the top center of the card, was no
longer there. Frankly, I was dumbstruck.
.

•

"

True, it has only been some three years
since the inception of the plastic pocket
panacea, but attachment takes little time. I
racked my wits, trying to understand why the
Institute would take away the one small token
that distinguished me, physicaJJy and tangibly,

'undergraduate
from a staff member or a
Burn your MIT Card. This injustice
professor. I doubt that the local vendor who
requires quick and multilateral support from a
offers a student discount will be privy to
unified student body. Bum your cards at once.
this sort of.chromatographic
distinction.
One and all, share the common flame of a
This thoughtlessness,
I am afraid, is unacspirited revolt. Bum, burn, burn. Let the heat
ceptable.
of combustion warm the cold air of oppresThe Department
of Housing and Food
sion. Know that the twisted goopy mass that
Services claimed that removal of the "STUlies before you represents a bold statement in
DENT" tag was a security benefit, although I MIT life. Burn n'ow and together. Bum, bum,
am unable to fathom how. The MIT Card
burn.
'
Office claimed that the expiration. date extenRevive the social uprising of the '60s.
sion would reduce the pressure of producing
Lower a binding fog of thick chemical fumes
so many new cards each year. A choice
on this campus. Let the rising plumes of vapor
thought, but I'm sure the Registrar's Office,
denote a revolution in progress. But in a shift
the Bursar's Office, and aJJ of the other offices
from the freedom years, I suggest that one not
of the Institute responsible for yearly repetiinhale.
tive chores would enjoy the same work ethic.
If possible, we should begin a pile-up of
, Both of these explanations seem inadequate
card carcasses on tlie stage area in front of the
and unreasonable.
Student Center. Twelve thousand or so lumps
Personally,
my MIT Card has. no meal
of heat-charred polymer is enough to make a
account associated
with it, nor do I take
lasting impression on any interested adminisfrom the populace at large. Would ink savings
advantage of any of its other putative functrator.
be that much? Perhaps the printer charged per
tions. It opens the door to my, dorm, and it
, This is a serious matter and requires coopletter. Was this the latest casualty of a re-engiidentifies me as a student. As the situation
neering plan gone awry?
now stands, I'm getting only 50 percent pro- . eration and otganization on aJJ parts. My driver's license identifies me as a driver, as my
There are countless instances which caJJ
ductivity. Which makes me wonder why my
scuba certification identifies me as a diver. By
for student identification,
which it seems
expenses haven't gone down commensurately.
we all now lack.' Aside from a different
Joule, my student identification must identify
There's no teJJing, but the time is now to take
action.
'
background
color, there is no'telling
an
me as a student. Future classes will thank us.

Some day I will be .

fortunate to have a lovely
paper diploma as

permanent rerwum, butfor
now, my heart and soul
is pure plastic.

r-----------,.--------------------------------------------

Student Center Needs Express Elevators
Column by Anders Hove
EXECUTIVE

EDITOR

Last weekend
I attended
the annual
Alumni/ae Leadership Conference. After sitting in on a spirited yet probably pointless
, small group discussion, I attended the cocktail hour where I ran into a couple of former
members of the Student Center Committee.
Keying off the discussion of MIT's bad decision~making processes, the alumni related
several horror stories of botched planning
and contracting
involving
the Student
Center. It's obvious that many things are
wrong with the Stude~t Center, but they both.
agreed that a major no-brainer
from the
architectural standpoint should have been the
elevator system.
'

Now here's an experience mQst MIT veteraround? Actual experimentation reveals a sceans have had aJJ too often: You get on the elenario travel time of four minutes, mostly time
vator at the first floor, along with 12 other
spent waiting for the doors to close.
people. The elevator stops at the second floor,
Or take this humorous episode that just
but there's no room for the two Aramark
occurred downstairs: A Campus Police officer
~mployees who couldn't handle the one flight
and I were standing by the elevator. I pressed
of stairs up to the third floor where they had. the "up" arrow; he pressed "down." Now,
planned to eat. Fortunately, they had hit the
granted, the officer was violating the express
elevator buttons on both sides, so the other lift
elevator concept of Student Center elevator
wi)) be stopping
for them in no time. . norms, but I figured maybe he'd sprained his
Unfortunately for you, the elevator door won't
ankle tracking down hijacked bicycles. Just as
be closing for another few minutes, especiaJJy
the elevator door opened, 12 other people
since someone's hand just grazed the door
arrived and piled in, not suspecting that the
sensor. Lo and behold, you get a glimpse of
elevator was going down, adding at least three
the Aramark employees when your car stops
minutes to their journey.
on the third floor to pick up - surprise! Hove, Page 8
nobody. Total time to fifth floor this time
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Electronic Mail Might Be the End of Communication
Column by Brett Altschul

When pressed to accept non-electronic
media, these characters rapidly become flusEssentially no one denies the facility of
tered. They behave as if they've lost the abile-mail, especially at a place like MIT. It keeps
ity to communicate
by more traditional
students in touch with their friends and family
means, as if they don't trust paper any more,
membets,
wherever they happen to live.
unless it comes out of a laser printer. One
Within the Institute, it allows busy people
person said he was afraid that he might lose
with little chance to see one another to remain
what I wrote down, yet the notebook he carin frequent contact. Moreover, it's easy to
ried was organized
with about the same
send a message to a large number of people
depth, rigidity, and complexity as a corporate
quickly and without wasting large quantities
tax return. Maybe his filing system just
of paper.
.
lacked a category for information that didn't
Unfortunately,; e-mail is also perilous tool
arrive via e-mail.
- a two-edged sword that draws blood more
Extensive reliance on electronic epistles
can also get people into trouble because email is extremely easy to ignore. Blowing
somebody off becomes much easier when that
somebody doesn't look at your face, only your
username. But it can be highly frustrating (or
worse) when you need a prompt reply to your
queries, and the person on the other end
doesn't feel like typing a response.
Typically, when you hunt down the dilatory e-mailer, they respond in one of two
ways. Most frequently,
they offer to send
you whatever information
you needed as
soon as they get a chance. It seems inconoften than one might think. Often, it becomes
ceivable to these people that you might have
easier to pulse some electrons across a segwanted a question answered before the probment, of coaxial cable than to converse with a , lem set was due. Alternatively,
they might
physically present human. We must be ~ary
state that they don't care a~ all about whatevof the tendency to while away our time secreter you needed and that you shouldn't count
ed in a donjon of differential voltages, occaon them to help with anything. Usually this
sionally slipping a POP-encrypted note under
sort of response comes via e-mail.asit.s
sigthe portcullis.
nificantly easier to insult a faceless electronSome people take the use of e-mail to
ic citizen than a warm body.
unrealistic extremes. One common justificaPerhaps the greatest problem with commution is convenience.
Too many times, I've
nicating entirely by computer is the bad man.:
offered to write something down for someners it breeds. The casual rudeness of ignoring
body whom I talking to, and they tell me to
people's messages is just a single example of
send them e-mail instead. Usually, this is
the trend toward remarkably thick-skinned,
accompanied by a statement that I needn't
thick-headed
Internet
communication.
trouble myself to write the information now.
Although e-mail isn't the medium of choice
Then they tell me their e-mail address.as. if
for serious flamers, there's no shortage of
that's somehow easier to write down.
scurrilous messages sent thereby. For a while,
stAFF REPORTER

Often, it becomes easier to
pulse some electrons across a
segment of coaxial cable
than to converse with a
physically present human.

I received 40 to 60 pieces of mail a day from
some cretin who went by the name of Poison.
Each one attempted to convince me that my
law-abiding
beliefs were diametrically
opposed to the basic content of human nature,
using a wide variety of expletives to make the
point.
It doesn't really shock me that there are
people like Poison out 'there. I knew that
already. What I see as hazardous is the strong
tendency i see in computer-centered
society
to treat this sorf of behavior as perfectly reasonable. While mailbombs
haven't quite

reached the level of general acceptance, the
more subtle insults practiced by the online
culture seem to go largely unnoticed. How
often do people actually pay attention to the
boorish behaviors I've described? The many
practitioners of these crudities certainly fail
to notice them.
The extreme rudeness that seems to go part
and p.arcel with it and the tendency to cut off
all other types of communication
makes email a perilous tool. While it has a great deal
of potential for assisting communication,
email could also take ~ big part in destroying it.

Election Commission Is
Justified In Denying Perot
Column by David S. Kelman
COLUMNIST

Last week, the Commission on Presidential
Debates decided to include only Bill Clinton
and Bob Dole in their debates this year. As a
result, Ross Perot has found himself excluded
from ah important event in the presidential
campaign. Perot, of course, has not passively
accepted this news; he is attempting to get a
restraining order issued to stop the debates.
Perot argues that he has a right to be included
in the debates as a serious candidate and that
he is a victim of partisan politics. The commission ruled that Perot does not have a realistic chance of winning the election. I agree
with the commission's ruling and think little
reason exists to include Perot in the debates.
. First, I would like to ~xamine just how
'much of a chance Perot really has of winning
the election. In 1992, Perot gained 19 percent
of the popular vote, but he did not win a single state. Thus, Perot received no votes in the
Electoral College, the means to winning the

presidency. This time around, various polls
have consistently placed Perot's support in the
single digits. If 19 percent of the vote did not
net Perot any states, winning even a single
state in 1996 with single digit support woulq
require an unforeseen concentration of support in a single state. Needless to say, a
remote possibility of winning a single state
does not translate into a reasonable chance of
winning the entire election.
Of course, some people may now argue
that Bob Dole does not have a real chance of
'winning the election' anymore, either. Recent
polls assert that Dole has the support of slightly under 40 percent of the voting population,
while Clinton has slightly more than 50 percent. Allowing for a reasonable possibility of
a five percent shift in support, the two candidates could find themselves running almost
even. Add the peculiarities of the Electoral
College system to this (keep in mind that
Kelman Page 8
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Time Has Come for Fast Lack of Support for Perot
Elevator in Student Center Is Grounds for Exclusion
Hove, from Page 5
Now get this: The campus police officer,
who originally pressed the "down" arrow, did
not get in the elevator. Instead, he milled
about for a little while, then sauntered out the
door. What's the deal?,
Earlier I mentioned the "express elevator'
concept." Those of us who spenet almost all
our lives in the Student Center have developed an informal set of norms to govern elevator behavior. First, we never take the up elevator fewer than three stories. So it's okay to
go from the lobby to the fourth floor, or from
Lobdell to the cluster. It's not okay to go from
the lobby to the basement, or from the third
floor to the' Office of Residence and Campus
Activities. This first norm allow us to minimally inconvenience each other in our daily
comings and goings.
The second norm involves down elevator
usage. It is only acceptable to take a down elevator from the fifth floor to the first floor.
Anything else can be done faster on the stairs.
The only exception is when there is an open
elevator on your floor already. At, that point,
you might as well get in, since the damage to
the express elevator norm has already been
done.'
The third n,orm involves the p.r.essing of
elevator buttons. Under no circumstances is it
okay to press more than' one elev~tor call but~
ton for the same trip. Poorly designed building
that it is, the Student Center provides two
unlinked sets of elevator call buttons per floor,
thus enabling one person to hold up two elevators for one trip.
The beauty of express elevator norms is
that they are easily enforced. If an' individual
stepping into an elevator has violated express
elevator norms everyone /else in the elevator
knows it. They'll heap insults upon the perpetrator once he or she egresses, say, on the
third floor. In other cases, I'~e heard audible
groans and even abusive comments ,,!hile the,

individual was actually still in the car. As
police chief Wiggum always says, "That's
nice work, boys."
The problem, of course, is that there is no
way of indoctrinating
newcomers
to the
express elevator
notion. Freshmen
and
Aramark staff - the people who have the
least information about how the MlT campus
-works - are the most flagrant violators of
express elevator norms. Like any honor code,
express elevator norms demand a certain
amount of self-sacrifice if they are to work.
And frankly, they don't
Silliness aside, there is a much simpler
solution to the Student Center elevator probtern. First, the two sides' elevator buttons
should be linked, just like in any other modem
building. Second, one of the two elevators
could be made an actual express elevator. An
' express elevator would service the first and
fifth floors only - meeting the transportation
needs of at least half the current elevator
users. Non-express users could take the slow
elevator, or just take the stairs down from the
fifth if that suited their druthers.
The final option - bringing the speed of
the elevators up to a reasonable speed - is
probably beyond MIT's heavily downsized
budget. That fact makes the linked button and
express elevator options all the more aUractive.
A St'udent Center express elevator is an
,idea whose time has come. Just think of how
many currently disgruntled people would turn
their lives around if they could get ~here they
'wanted to go in a- reasonable amount of time.
If express elevators had been installed years
ago, RCA would never have fallen so far
behind in its'management of student accountS".
With ~xpress elevators, students could get to
classes on time, stress would be reduced, and
alumni contributions would rise dramatically.
In fact, it seems clear that MIT can not afford
to do without ;10 exp'ress elevator in the
Student Center.

Kelman, from Page 6
Clinton won the 1992 election with less than a
majority of the popular vote), and Dole certainly has a reasonable enough chance of winning the election to be included in the debates.
Second, let's'examine Perot's claim that he
is a .victim of partisan politics. The fact that
Dole benefits from Perot's exclusion is fairly
clear; Perot has indicated that he has more
desire to attack Dole and his policies than
Clinton. Indeed, after the commission's ruling, the Clinton campaign attempted to get
Perot in, while the Dole campaign threatened
to skip out on a Perot-inclusive debate.
The fact of the matter is, though, that the
group that unanimously decided on Perot's
exclusion consisted of an equal number of
Democrats and Republicans. The Democratic
party is quitel'ossibly more united behind Bill
Clinton this .year than any candidate or election in recent memory. Yet every Democrat
involved in the decision voted against Perot,
and thus against the Clinton campaign's
_~esires. This result certainly does not appear
to be partisan politics.
Third, the fact that Perot receives more
attention than your average third party candidate does not necessarily translate to a reasonable' chance of winning the election. A significant reason Perot is able to even gamer so
much attention is his capability of using his
own wealth to advertise himself.
For a similar example, take Michael Coles,
co-founder of the Great American Cookie
Company. Coles, who is running against
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, is currently
using his personal wealth to blitz the public.in
Gingrich's congressional district in Georgia.
Coles may be getting a lot more attention than
the average candidate, but does that give him'
a fighting chance in Cobb County, Georgia,
infamous for its consistently conservative vote
and an anti-gay resolution that resulted in an
Olympic boycott? No way, no how.

Finally, some may argue that Perot should
be included on the basis that the Reform
Party is a legitimate up-and-coming political
party. While the Reform Party may have had
the chance to prove its earnestness this summer, Perot himself effectively prevented it.
The fact that Perot, the party's overwhelming

Thejact is, Ross Perot
needs to accept thefact that
'his support is minimal
and that the Commission
on Presidential Debates is
well within its bounds to
exclude him.
financial supporter, ran for the party's nomination makes the Refonn Party appear as little more than a self-funded device for Perot
to look more legitimate in the presidential
election.
The continUing accusations that the actual
vote for a nominee was accidenrally or purposely rigged or slanted in Perot's favor adds
little to the Refonn Party's legitimacy, If the
commission awarded debate spots based on a
p_arty's legitimacy alone, then perhaps the
Libertarian Party, \0\ hich has been around consistently for many years, would dl:serve a spot
before the Refonn Party would.
The fact is, Ross Perot needs to accept the
fact that his support is minimal and that the
Commission on Presidential Debates is well
within its bound'i to exclude him. Maybe as a
consolation, Perot will take Maine this time
around..
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Work to Build New Tennis Courts Starts
By A. Arif Husain
OPINION EDITOR

/

THO.#AS R. KARLo-THE

TECIf

The old tennis sUrfa~e is tom up ye~terday to make way for six new lighted cour:ts.

.
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InformationSystems
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.....,

Mac and PC Fans!
Here's a Great Student
Job at MIT
.:-

. ...

~.. - -

"::

-The Computing Help Desk is now hiring student consultants to provide telephone,
walk-in, and on-line support for the MIT community. Training begins in October.
A mandatory orientation session for interesteq candidates will b~ held from
5:15-6:45 PM on Tu~sdaYJ Octo~r_1st
in room 3-~33.

,If You:
___
are comfortable with___
/
Macintosh or DOSlWindows
'.
some major applications and utili es '
electronic mail
on-line resources
MITnet
...and you can...
communicate well
handle crisis situations
...and you enjoy...
working with people
teamwork
troubles.hooting problems _
getting to the.bottom of things
...and you are...
reliable
bright '
friendly
determined

III · The Job:

-,

"

!IIIlIlII--Jncludes 6 hours or more per week of:
troubleshooting cases over the phone
providing help for walk-Ill clients
attending weekly training meetings
developing on-line resources
. mentoring new student consultants
TA-ing computer trairting classes at MIT
helping with equipment diagnosis
roviding "housecalts" for clients

.'

Benefits i ~ude ...
lots J' perks
. . co~petitive salary (starting at $8.00/hr)
", lcess to lots of equipment and software
a fun group of coworkers
attendance at local computer exhibitions
parties!!!

If 'you are interested

in a position with us, please bring the following- to the
orientation session, and be ready to sign up for an interview:
1.) Your name, contact info (phone numbers, address, etc.), and'date of graduation.
'.2.) Names and phone nurnbers of at least 2 references. (preferably employers or faculty) .
3.) Y9ur up-to-date resume.

Amherst Alley sports a newfound airiness along its fraternity
house strip - an openness whose
nature is not all at once apparent, if
not for the telltale bulldozers scattered in its midst.
In place of the well-hidden
fenced tennis courts that once occupied the area just beyond the steps
of Kappa Sigma, a cordoned-off
field of tilled rubble, lined with the
sawed-off stumps of long standing
shrubbery, now stands for residents
from Theta Delta Chi to BurtonConner House to look upon. The
courts are no more.
The upheaval of the area is
expected to be completed in about
eight weeks, according
to Jeff
Hamilton, the men's tennis coach.
The rubble will be replaced with six
new lighted courts - four doubles
courts and two singles courts - a
significant improvement over the five
unlit courts that were demolished
The courts were in "such disrepair" that "recreational
play was
marginal, anyway:' Hamilton said.
Two of the five were "almost
un playable," said Jim Taylor '63,
assistant women's tennis coach.
Fissures along the play area., caused
by weather changes. were so prevalent that the courts were on the
verge of being unsafe, Taylor said
The
cracking
was "unrepairable," he said
16 courts will soon be available
Including the four indoor courts
within the 1. 8. Carr Indoor Tennis
Facility, there are now a total of 10
courts available in that area of west
campus for use by physical education classes. varsity teams, and the
general public. After the renovation
project is complete, there will be 16
courts available.
Hamilton did not expect much of
an inconvenience during the renovation period .since daily practices 'of
men's and"women's teams are usually staggered in their times.
Taylor expected
the largest
potential difficulty to occur during
the Rolex ew England Division III
regional tennis tournament, which
MIT hosts next weekend. He also
presumed'some
difficulty with p~
courses.
"We didn't play on the courts
because they weren't in very good
shape," said Nora A. Hmnphrey '98,
a member of the women's varsity
tennis team. The renovations should
open up more court space for practices and meets.
Despite
the inconvenience,
Hamilton said it is "better for the
community to have the project go
forward."
The five outdoor courtS that are
being replaced were built roughly
the same time as the six that are currently still in use, Taylor said, A different contractor was used, and the
construction may not have been of
the same quality, he said
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Dining Group Seeks

Student Input for.
Food Services Plan
Aramark, from Page I
•

pIing o~ 200 randomly selected stu- ,
dents, staff, and alumni, Walsh
said. Selected participants will be
offered a meal as an incentive to
attend.
After the comments received
from' the focus groups are analyzed, "1he committee
will draft
potential ideas and get feedback
,from the community
through a
"router"
system,
Walsh said.
Volunteers, or routers, woul<t compile comments into more structured
reviews that the committee will use
in its final construction of a dining
framework .
This framework will be presented to Dickson and Williams, Walsh
said. At that point,' Dickson and
Williams will determine 'what deci ..
sions of the committee will actually
be implemented and in what forms,
Walsh said.
.
The committee needs the assistance of interested parties in order to
succeed, Walsh said; "We need people to assist in running the focus
groups and to serve as routers."
Walsh encouraged individuals
interested in helping the committee
or those with comments to e-mail
the
working
group
at
.fswg@mit.edu.

depth," he said. He emphasized that
the committee will work until it can
develop a strategy that meets the
needs of the community.
Community

input sought

Students attending the first dining work' group
meeting
at
McCormick
had varied opinions
on the current dining options on
campus.
"If you have a house dining hall,
it gives the appearance of a' central

.------"If I cookfor myself, I
knaw what I'm
putting in. I don ~
trust thefQQJ1 at

Lobdell. "

------Melanie

R Born '98

meeting
place
for the dorm.
Professors used to ,come visit the
house dining halls. It's spmething
that is missing now," said Angela
Kwan '97.
Others were concerned about the
nutritional value provided by current dining system. "If I cook for
myself, I know what I'm putting in.
I don't trust the food at Lobdell,-"
said Melanie P. Born '98.
These meetings represent the
enrst
interactive step for ~~ c0!Omi~tee, Walsh said.
,
Next month, the committee will
be forming approximately 20 focus.
groups to gather "more detailed
information" from a scientific sam-
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American
Buffalo
playswell
on the screen
AMERICAN BUFFALO
Screenplay by David Mamet, based on his
play ..
Directed by Michael Corrente.
Starring Dennis Franz, Dustin Hoffman. and
. Sean Nelson.
~
Coolidge Comer Theatre.
.,
By Varon Koren

-

STAFF REPORTER

avid Mamet's American Buffalo is a
rarity in mainstream movies with toprate talent It's a movie that shows the
ugly side of human nature without
condemning it or glamorizing it. Mamet gives
us a thoughtful, honest examination of the loss
of trust that occurs when business is' mixed
with friendship.
Donny Dubrow (NYPD Blue's Dennis
Franz) is a junk shop owner who knows a
great deal about business and dealing with
clients but little about coins. His friend,
known as "Teach" (Dustin Hoffman), has a
very close rapport with Donny, but there are
some tensions between the two even from the
.start. Teach, as befits the name, acts as an
instructor, and considers himself the more
sophisticated and worldly of the two, the man
who will save Donny from his foolish mistakes.
The plot revolves around a single coin, a
somewhat rare Buffalo-head nickel, which
was bought at the store by a mysterious customer who paid much more for the coin than
its listed price. -Donny, confused by the custome(s:arrogance
and convinced that the coin

Dustin Hoffman, DeMis Franz, and Sean Nelson star in American Buffalo, David Mamet's

play about betrayed

is worth even more than the customer paid for
comer perfonnance in the underappreciated
it, decides that he will try to steal the coin
Fresh, once again is solid as a street-smart
back from the man's house when he is"away
novice whose alienation to the world of the
on vacation. He drafts Bobby (Sean Nelson), a
coin-selling is easily (but W!Ongly) construed
local boy whom Donny has been treating as a
as naivete.
surrogate son, to perform the actual theft.
American Buffalo's dialogue is spellbindSoon Teach gets into the plan as well and
ing, as is to be expected from a movie based
begins to second-guess Donny's decisions on
on a David Mamet play. The characters' interhow to carry it out. Most of the rest of the
changes are well-timed, with an ear for the
movie deals with the events leading up to the
authentic. As in Glengary Glenn Ross, interplanned break-in that night - and its unexnal squabbles and desperation are forced out
pectedly botched execution.
through a stream of idle chatter. Hoffman and
The two costars are superb, with Hoffman
Franz both understand this, conveying a variproviding the manic energy in a necessarily
ety of hidden agendas through their lines,
over-the-top performance and Franz the ponalthough Franz clearly has the upper hand
ck:sas gravity as a man weighed down by here. Franz turns out to be the undiscovered
years of banal existence.
The sparks fly
jewel of this production, a sort of softer, more
between the two during their prolonged scenes
angst-filled Harvey Keitel. This role may yet
together.
turn him into a bankable screen star.
. The~,9~~other cast member,. the IS-year.:.
""Of ~ourse;any
play-bas~d movie inust
old N~lson, coming out of his brilliant new-~~eli~!tx
come to terms' with the same prob-

lem: how to tnnslate into film, a visuallybased medium, from theater. ~ hich is essentially verbally-based. In Amerimn Bu.ffl1l0 the
problem is acute. given the minimal cast, a
single setting, and no action. Director Michael
Corrente (Federal Hi/I) does his best here to
open up the film. having the actors make full
use of the junk shop setting - especially at
the confrontational
ending - and bringing
them out into the Chicago s~ts
at times.
This remains a small mo ..ic=.however, with
our focus trained on the dialogue and the
exchange of idc=as. Still. it should not be
ignored in favor of its flashier, slicker onscreen contempvraries. Not as successful as
Glengary Glenn Ross, which had a bigger cast
and more compie., plotting, American Buffalo
nevertheless lets you into the souls of-its.€haracters and communicates a powerful message.
abou!j9e:-~~pting
influence of money on
even the clo~t of friendships.
.

i("

._

By Joel M. Rosenberg

http://~.bso.org.This
program is amazing
and often pU,ts cheap MIT students in better
ree time is enjoyed too infrequently by . seats than !the high-paying
Bostonian
too many of us, thanks to the workload
socialit~s. Makes for a great date, too.
provided by the hell we call Tech. Still,
Ifmusewns and the BSOaren't your thing,
every once in a while we get a recreyou can~check out the live music scene at
ation break and are faced with the problem of
clubs around Boston and Cambridge. As a
what to do. Two weeks ago I told you where
good rule, if there's a band you want to see at
to find out what's going on; today I'm going
a club and it says 19+ or 21+, it might well be
to tell you some stuff they don't print in The
worth your time to go down there and try to
Phoenix.
get in. Especially with 19+, if you say
Your $30,000 a year here will get
you're not drinking and don't have an
you more than free tutors. With a stu,.L.;ri>_~'
ID out, they probably won't care
d.ent ID, you can get fre~ admis,:,.~"~-:.,;':".~J>.';~A~
"
how old you are - they're just
Slon to the Museum of SCience,
'r..;j..
.. trying to keep out high school
the Museum of Fine Arts,
kids. I've gotten into Middle
and perhaps the best kept
, . '. ~ ~~
-':'.
East and Mama Kin for
secret of all the
.',
.0
'.",
.shows I shouldn't have
been able to get
Boston Symphony
~~
.' .....
fA.C
Orches~.
.
into.
.Another
For
the
.- .~
, ',; '.'.,";;;r',
method which
BSO, tickets are
" might be more
available to 'shows
"
'
~Q .. :,' , :.. .,~~ ~'-~ ..' • costly is to buy a
STAFF REPORTER

-

.'~~e' '.
0\
~«\
e..

\)se.

,p '.""',"~le' •. : ~"~ ,
:o~
iio ..,~'. .,- , ~e~ .J/,'-

~I~S~~

er_

~i~~~y a:f:

'0"",

O~

<
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and

inclined to turn you
away If you already have a
ticket

Thursday at 10:30 a.m. This is how
~.
So those are a few suggestions on
it works: if there are 100 tickets left for
-where to go. Check The Tech for ads
a show, an MIT student can get two tickfrom the,MIT Council for the Arts, which
ets for that day's perfonnance with two valid
regularly gives away free tickets to good culIDs (yours plus a friend's). You can check on
tural stuff going on around town. Their office
ticket availability by caBing 638-9478 after
on the second floor of the Media Lab. Great
10, a.m. the day of the show. A schedule for
places to learn check on what's going on are
the BSO, which opened this past Wednesday,
The Boston Phoenix (available Thursdays for
can be obtained by.~calling 266-1492,
or
$1, or.free Friday afternoons at some donnitocheckfng
'their "~new.
Web
. site, _ ries and on the first floor of the Student

,:,>'9

is

. =- .

the BSO to Mamd'Kinf~r free
Center) and The Improper Bostonian
every other Wednesday at street boxes).

is highly recommended.
It's playing at
Coolidge Corner Theater in Brookline (easy to
get to from the green line on the T) at 7:45
and 9:45 p.m. every day except Mondays
through Oct. 3, with midnight shows on
Friday and Saturday and midnight shows only
on Oct. 4 and 5. The show isn't for the weak
- probably more for the easily entertained
(Beavis and BUllhead came from here).
Finally, this Sunday afternoon there will
be jazz bands and other entertainment all over
N~bury Street trying to draw people to enter
the.. many little-known art galleries on that
fafftous street If it's nice out, Sunday might
be'::.a great day to go listen to CDs at Tower,
buy-them at Newbury Comics, eat at Friday's,
and watch tourists and the body-pierced.
Should be fun.

(free

This Weekend
The -Heavy
Metal' Horns
play the
Regattabar in Harvard Square tonight at 8
p.m. and 10 p.m., ~10 per set. C~ll 661-5000
for tickets to see this funkin' brass band
Medeski Martin and Wood will be at the
Somerville Theater off at Davis Square on the
red line of the T on Sunday at ~ p.m. They're
ii funk-rock-jazz 'band with an organ. This
Sunday, Color Me Bad.will be playing at
Paradise on Commonwealth A v'enue. Tickets
for both can be bought from T.icketrnaster by
calling 93 1-2000.
.,'
If you want to go'to the movies, Spike &
Mike's Sick and Twisted Animation Festival

FILM REVIEW

of Frankenstein combines
horror and comedy successfully .

theti;~~~ t~:;;~g~~
Bride

SJ'qj/J~ . .- ..': ;,,e~ ~1Iy.= be I~s

noons at 1:30 p.m. Tickets
".
are available for rehearsals
-r."".'r. : ..-;-.... .~,~l:;.
-'
Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. and
."<
--:f--!l=- '~~.(l:,";_;-;O

-

.

Hot things araurtd town -from

>~.

friendship.

Whale had made .the phenomenally successful Frankenstein
- only his second
Directed by Jam~ Whale...~.
.
-movie- - for Universal Studios four years
Starring Boris KcirlojJ, Colin Clive, and Elsa.'
before .and.meanwhile created The Old Dark
Lanchester.
t
House "aild:The Invisible Man as well as half a
Written by John l!. B(llders.ton,ltnd Wil/iani~ ...~ .':.',40zen.other"non-horror features for them. He
Hurlbut.
':'resisted a'sequel but eventually gave in, insistLSC Friday Clas~ic.:
~~..:;~:r~ '. '--.: :. -,-::..'-:-ing that ~he be allowed to develop the project
. Tonight in 10-250, 7:30 p--:~~
.•....-- ::~.'.-:.: _: in his. o'wn'way. The mordant humor of Bride
~
:.~.iJ ':~- ,
is the deliCious result.
-

BRIDE OF. FRANKENSTEIN

.:.::;;~~:-:--=.~ .. :-- ::~~.-.

I

.:;'~;i..::::.~_
-~.-:'.'-~:

:>:: --~ .-

~y Stephen

BroPhy

STAFF REPORTER

SC Classics takes a giant step .from the
ridiculous to the sublime'-~his week.
Last Friday they programmed 'Yhat is
generally acknowledged to be the most
hilariously
inept effort to make a monster
movie that has ever reached the screen,'Plan 9
from Outer Space. This evening they go to the
opposite extreme with James Whale's Bride of
Frankenstein) perhaps the most perfect blend
of horror and comedy in film history.

:-

was

,Whale
orie of the few people in that
more repressive time who was able to Jive reIatively openly as.a homosexual. He attracted
others from Hollywood's queer community to
work with him, notably Ernest Thesiger, who
plays Dr. Praetonus, the demented mentor of
Dr. Frankenstein, and is given some of the
best lines in the movie. Watch for his midnight meal with the monster in an underground crypt.
Frankenstein,
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NO experience at all is necessary to help layout and
put together MIT's.Oldest and Largest Newspaper.

Stop by room 483 of the Student Center at 6 p.m.
on Sundays fQr.p.zz8, or any Monday, Wednesday
or Thursday evening. Or call us at 253-1541 and
ask for Saul.
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Bride of Frankenstein this Friday's LSC classic
Frankenstein,

from Page 12

Henry desperately trying to get into .the container which holds a tiny queen.
Elsa Lanchester, the bride of another notoWhale had wanted to recruit Brigitte
rious homosexual,
Charles Laughton, was
Helm, - who played the two Marias in
recruited to. play both Mary Shelley in a proMetropolis - and his conception of the
logue and then the Bride in the climax. One of
Bride's movements in the climactic sequence
the in-jokes in the film involves her husband,
replicate Helm's spasmodic portrayal of the
who had won great acclaim playing the randy
robot Maria. The general influence of German
king in The Private Life oj Henry V/I/; when _ impressionism
on Whale, manifested
in
Praetorius shows his pupil his collection of
bizarrely angled sets and stark lighting, is
miniaturized humans, one of them is a tiny
apparent throughout this work.

Boris Karloff returns as the Monster, but
was reportedly unhappy with' the changes
wrought in this new version. He did not approve
of the humanizing of his character, nor of the
fact that the creature learns to speak a few
words, drink wine, and smoke cigars. Karloff
was to do only one more stint in this role, in the
underappreciated Son oj Frankenstein, but his
creation, with its brooding look designed by
make-up genius Jack Pierce, has entered the
pantheon of monster immortals.

Bride oj Frankenstein is packed from
beginning to end with droll bits of business and
jokes, like the almost sacrilegious hint of crucifixion when the Monster is captured for the
second time. But it is also genuinely scary. It's
one of those movies that you can watch again
and again, and enjoy a little more with each reviewing. MIT audiences might particularly
enjoy the opportunity to check out the mad scientist's laboratory - it sets a standard for all
that were to come in this durable sub-genre.

E x p 1 o r e
Theater

Dining
And \Nrite about it for The Tech!
Contact D~vid Rodrig~ez at x3-1541 or send mail to: arts@the-tech.mit.ed:u.

ROBERTSON
STEPHE.NS&
COMPANY

Positions Available:
Financial Analyst
Research Associate
Submit resumes to:
Maggie Alexandre
Human Resources
Robertson, Stephens & Company
555 Caliiomia Street, Suite 2600
San Francisco, California 94104
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Presentation Date: October. 1, 1996, 6:00-8:00 pm, Room 4-145
Interview Date: February 4, 1997 at the Charles Hotel
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THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP

•
MlT Graduating Seniors interested in Management Consulting:
Please join us for an informal reception and briefing to learn
more about our Associate Program
,

,

• Thursday, October 3 at 7:00ptn
Cambridge. 'Marriott~Salon Four
lIots d'oeuvres and Refreshments will be Served

The Boston Consulting Group is a leading

international

management

__~onsulting firm which ~as concentrated on helping clients develop and execute
strategies to succeed in competitive markets. Because we constantly seek new answers,
and because we tailor our approach to each-client's specific needs and circumstances, most
of our work is with companies facing critical and difficult challenges, in the fonn of opportunities,
_
competitive threatS and. changes ?n their technological or market environment.
We work with a wide ral}ge of businesses, in
manufacturing, high technology, healthcare, financial and other service industries, and consumer goods .. ~lost of our clients are
major corporations in the FORTUNE 500 or of comparable size internationally .. Generally we work with our clients over long time
spans, in creating long-range strategies and helping them make the operatio'nal and organizational changes required to put new
strategies into practice. BeG currently has 39 offices worldwide. As we grow we are continuing to open new offices in order that we
may be located nearer to our clients, and to maintain our offices at sizes that foster cohesiveness and vitality. We believe that some
critical qualities of our organization and our people make us successful: inventiveness and the freedom to pursue new ideas; tenacity,
rigor and intellectual honesty in pursuit of the best answers for our clients; and a practical sense of the nature of effective leadership.
BeG provides an opportunity in our ~sociate Program that is unmatched.

I
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Grimshaw, from Page I
ing, Porter said. Grimshaw was able to bring elements from her real
life experiences into the classroom, he said.
.
Grimshaw dealt with problems in "a warm and compassIOnate and
human way," Porter
said. She "tried to
bring archit~ctural
form
into
that
vision."
Grimshaw graduated from Emmanuel College in
1965, received her
master's
degree
from MIT in 1978,
and joined the faculty in 1980. She
was associated with
the Center for Real
Estate up until she
was diagnosed with
Lou Gehrig's disease in 1994.
Grimshaw won
several awards for
design excellence,
MlT COMMUNICA TIONS OFFICE]
including a Gov- Former
Assistant
Professor
of
ernor's
Design
Architecture
Rosemary
D. Grimshaw
. Award
for
the MArch '78
Harvard
Square
Garage and Builder's Design Awards for the site plan and houses at
Nashaquisset on Nantucket. .
She was also a member of the American Institute of Architects
and the Boston Society of Architects. She served on the board of
directors of Smokey House in Vermont, a Taconic Foundation program that trains impoverished citizens in farming and forestry.
Grimshaw is survived by her mother, Rose Danehy; three brothers, Kevin Danehy, Sean M. Danehy, and Alfred Danehy; a sister,
Ann McMullan; and several nieces and nephews.
Memorial contributions
may be made to The Hospice of
Cambridge, 245 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02154 or to Smokey
House Center, RFD 292, Danby, VT 05739.

So...you've finally settled
down and you're ...

STRESSED! !!

mtimate Frisbee, the Ballroom Dance
Team, Wachussetts Mountaiit, City Sports
and others will be there to help you find
things to do, places to go and stuff to get.
The Ballroom Dance Team will be
performing on the steps of the student
center at 12:30!!!!

ctivttie~~/vendorl

OYER

TH~rtNEX!638:i6W~lrti~s.
.. ,,:}':,~;~~i~~KINGA

YOU
~ ~ MIGHT AS
.

-.:;.
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.
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.

.:.;.-. >'~';".;;:.:./:..

The fun doesn't have to stop when the
paychecks start. Especially if you join
Adobe. We offer big-company success
with a small-company attitude. Of
course, we didn't become the world's
third-largest personal computer software
developer without lots of hard work:
But when your products lead the industry year after year, enriching the .way

Grimshaw
Dead at 53

that everyone communl~ates, you
have plenty to smile about. So if
you agree that it's possible to have
fun while doing satisfying, interesting
work, Adobe may be the place for
you. To find out more about job
opportunities at Adobe, contact
Student Career Services and sign up
for an interview.

Evening Presentation - lues, Oct 15 • 7 - 9pm, Room 4 - 415
On Campus Interviews - Wed and Thurs, Oct 16 and 17
SWECareer Fair - Fri and Sat, Oct 25 and 26
Or send your resume to Adobe Systems, College Relations, Dept. COLRE9697,
333 W.. San Carlos St., San Jose, CA 95110. FAX(408) 536-6614. EOE.
Adobe. the Adobe ~:), and the tagUne. ,f you CJn dream it, you CJn do ~ art tndemar1cs of Adobe Systems 1nalrpomed.
• 1996 Adobe Systems Incorporated. AU rights merwd.
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This space donated by The Tech

Coming to a (ity near you-the U.S.
Mathe~ati(a ,Empowerment Tourl
Wolfrom Research is hitting the rood to show the world what
Mathematico 3.0 is all about. Climb aboard our colorful

Trader Joe

tro/eling display fOfon inside look at what makes
Mathemotico indispensible in ~elds such as science,

•

.

,/.,.

/ t ...
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. '«ll!/::r,;/f:
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" / / ,/ /"
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research, education, and many, many more .
C ome on d try fYl(]
lJ_th emotico,
. sore
h
d
ideas with people in your fiel ,

Super premium is a trade tenn which describes ice cream
which has at least 15% butterfat and low (20 to 25%) overrun,
the amount of air whipped into the finished product. It's the
richest, smoothest ice cream available commercially. Wt: have
tasted Double Rainbow award winning ice creams and sorbets
against many of the top names in the super premium ice cream
business, and our panel consistently chooses Double Rainbow
for the flavors and the value. They use all natural flavors and
colors, and no preservatives.

,
,
sIgn up for produd gIveawayS,

~';':;;'-'~'--"'-:

view spectacular

,

Whole Brain Company

Double Rainbow Super Premium Ice
Creams and Sorbets • $1.89 per pint .

technology, engineering, ~nance, medicine,

1.'-

s: The

Ice Creams... French Vanilla, White PI~t3chio Ch<X:olJte
Swirl, Mint Chocolate Chip or Cappuccino Chocolate Crunch.

< '.

/ Sorbets ...Fat Free & Dairy Free ... Marion Bbckberry. tango
Tangerine, Raspberry or Strawberry Kiwi. (Chocolate Sorbet
has no dairy and is 99% fat free.)

graphics, and talk

with members of the
Wolfrom Research stoff in a
.creative and casual environment.

. : -Peanut Butter Pretzels $2.49

Sample our many specialized
application packages, and get a firsthand

Peanut BQ.tter Pretzels are Trader loe's originals. These little
bite size pretzels are baked with peanut butter in.side,and the first
taste is a real surprise. The sweet smoothness of the peanut butter
and the crunchy saltiness of the pretzel combme to make a snack
which one respected food writer calls Haddicti'w'etydelicious!"

look at some interesting products created
u~;ng Mothemotico-you'll
.:..

.,..

, \. \,¥: :.i;f'1'~'
\. ;k/ \.\.' aiedr

HI lire Wolfram

',storm welt site: ~"p:llwww.wolfrllllLcOfll/tlllpoWef

\.):;,i\\
\. '_.,.__ for iIIformation.
... , :\

~ inspired to use

Mathemotico fOfyour next projectl

.~...

011tlJis

tIIIfI 0'"

UtpoW"",ffI'

,
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\ bJ

Tow Slops!

.
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They're made for us by a company in Pennsylvania, in the heart
of pretzel country, with no preservatives or amficial ingredients.
We sell the pretzels in one pound bags for S2A9. We also have
Trader Joe's Peanut Butter Pretzels with no salt on the pret. zel for the same price,

..

'he colorful travelin9lsp1oy near lIle Chopel Tumar_~ On Amherst •
When: Mooder, September 30, 1996 • r.e: 2:00 to 6:00pm

W1Ier.: MIT-:-Look

fot

WOLFRAM
RESEARCH'

Ready-to-Eat in less than 8 minutes .....

A Variety of Entrees
In our f!'eezer cases. we have a variety of ~nrre-.:sfrom basic to
unusual. They're easy to prepare. healthy to <:at, and priced well:
Trader loe's Rice Bowls are balanced one-di. h meals of rice
with toppings. We have a Vegetarian Rice Bowl ($1.99) and a
Teriyaki Chicken Rice Bowl ($2.29). We have traditional
Spinach Lasagna for S1.69. We also have low-fat burritos
(Organic Bean & Rice for SI.79 or Chicken, Bean & Rice
for $2.29). These burritos have authentic Mexican flavor and
good nutritional profiles. 80th are made WIth fresh salsa and
hand-stretched flour tortillas.

r~~--------------------,
Free T-~hirt for the first 1000 people
I
I

.to return thisform!

I

~

~

I
I
I

: Name
ISchool

:
I

I YearMajor
Zip
I
IHousing: On CampusD
Off Campus 0 Commuter 0
IFaculty 0 Student 0

I
I
I
I

I,L.
."

.

.

One

shirt

per

person

~1

BELOW ORIGINAL "RETAIL PRICES ,...
on the hottest European fashion'catalogue in~l!Jding sweaters,'
dresses, jackets, shoes, pants, ~ops.~n~ muchJ.,much ~ore.

SEPTEM BER '26-29"

.

Hours: Thurs & Fri: 10am - 9pm Sat & Sun: 10am ~.7 pm

*
.*

BAY,51.DE EXPO, CENTER
~. 200 Mt Veinon St • Exit 15 off 1-93
T Redline to JFK/UMASS Stop
All sales final. refunds or exchanges. MasletCird. ~

....

.

".?".

*

(617) 474-6000

-

Open-7 days a week
Brookline -.On B.eacon'Stre~t•.at Coolidge Corner, 9A..\1-lOPM
Cambridge -'On Me~orial Drive. next to MicroCenrer.9AM-9PM
Framingham - On Rte. 9,'between Staples and Wal~ns. 9AM-9PM
•

Beer & Wine available at these locations

For illfonllatioll lIbollt tile Truder Joe's Ilearest YOlt,

AMEX. Discmr. caslI and penoal cbecb ~

Admission only $1.
~"..,....,

_

,

CAll:

1-800-SHOP- TIS

....... ....... ~------------------------._---
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Technology Forces
Industry-wide Shifts

You're a leader ...
You're eager for a 'career that challenges you to grow ...
Y oulre looking for a world-class company recognized for
innovation and focused on the futut'e ...

Grove, from Page I

Consider a career with ...

tion point would include a Walmart
moving into a small town jind forcing the local retailers to change the
fundamental nature of their business, Grove said.
, A larger-scale
example is the
development of the personal computer, an event that changed not just
one company or town but forced
many industries to reinvent themselves.
In a business, a strategic inflection point may be something that is
largely unnoticed by senior management but may cause front-line
employees to start behaving differently, Grove said.
"A sign that the Internet
is
resulting in a [strategic inflection
point] is that the original people
involved in the Internet found a
large influx of people who had no
business being in the Internet:'
Grove said.
After describing strategic inflection points, Grove examined strategies that can be used to deal with
them. "Every right decision I have
made has been made at least a year
late," he said.
Grove divided the process of
dealing with fundamental changes
into two different phases: one where
chaos can reign and one where one
reigns in chaps. These different
phases will require different management strategies, Grove said.

Procter & Gamble
-"

Representatives will be on campus

Thursday, October 3, 1996
Please 'stop by and talk to recent MIT gra~s at our

Open House
6:00 to 9:30 pm
And join Mr. lev Simon, Director of Oral Can~ Product
Development, to learn more about career opportunities
, and technical challenges at P~G

Technical Presentation
7:00 to 8:00 pm
Refreshments & Career Opportunities Discussion immediately following
Focusing on tl)e following BS and MS majors: 2,3, and 10

Individuals

We're interested in learning more about you, so
please be sure to bring your resume!

in control of careers

Grove also ~pplied his analysis
to individuals. Since companies are
no longer guaranteed
a lifelong
existence, they can not afford to

give lifelong employment, he said.
Because of this, every individual is
the owner of his own career.
During the question and answer
section of the lecture, Grove spoke
of Intel's next strategic inflection
point - that of communicationbased applications. The spread of
such applications
will result in
increased demand for computing
power and thus more business for
Intel, Grove said.
"Intel cannot really grow by
increasing market share, so [we are]
trying to expand the entire industry," Grove said. citing that most of
the development that Intel has is in
diversifying its technology.
3M CEO to speak
Levio Desimone, the CEO of 3M
will be speaking on Dec. 3 and will
be last lecture
of this term.
However,
the speaker series is
ongoing, said Donna Carty, the program manager for the Center for
Technology, Policy and Industrial
Development.
"We don't have anyone booked
after Desimone, but our goal is to
have one lecture a month during the
term," Carty said. "The series is
limited to chairmen and CEOs of
major corporations but we are looking for student input of who to
invite."
Jack Smith, CEO of GM spoke
last week at the fourth lecture of the
series. Alex Trotman of Ford Motor
Company, Gordon Binder of the
biotechnology
firm Amgen. and
Jonna Olliva of Nokia, a cellular
phone and consumer electronics
'company, spoke in the first three
lectures of !he series last year.

Full-time and summer candidates welcome.
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Decision to Remove 'Student' Designation a Mistake
Card, from Page 1
tification benefits, he said.
"We realize stqdents are a special case," Barrera said. "It was a
mistake."
HFS will not be reprinting the
cards to put the word "student" on
them. Reprinting
10,000 cards
would take two to five weeks and
cost a great deal of money, Barrera
said.
Instead, HFS is offering students
the opportunity
to have the word
"student" printed on the back of the
cards
they
already
received.
Students can go to E23-200 to have
the printing done for free, Barrera
said. The printing takes only a few
minutes, she said.
The batch of cards printed for
next year's incoming class will have
the word "student"
on them, she
said.

Expiration date extended to 2000
As part of a pilot program
intended to save money and manpower, the expiration date of the
MIT Card was extended from one to
fouryears.
It costs "more than $30,000" to
print the usual run of 10,000 cards
every year, Maguire said. The additional work required to assemble the
infonnation that goes on the cards'
~ magnetic strips is a substantial job
~ to do every year. "It's a big drain,"
he said.
"We're trying to cut down on
costs," Barrera said. "We're trying

l
,
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don't know how they're going to
to see whether it will be 'effective or
not."
handle it."
. Chief of Police Anne P. Glavin
Maguire said that the ,cost-cutexpressed some concern about both
ting effort was not a result of the rethe ambiguous expiration date and
engineering process.
the lack of student designation on
If the plan works, future cards
the card. When an officer asks to see
issued will also be valid for four
identification, "it may be slower for
years, Barrera said.
us sometimes" to verify informaThe cards may wear out before
tion, she said.
the' four years are up, but "if we see
"It's not a crisis issue for us,"
that there's natural wear and tear,"
Glavin said. But "it doesn't make
students can replace cards for free,
our job any easier."
Barrera said. Currently, MIT Cards
There were no other glitches
cost $15 to replace.
.with getting the cards out that were
Even though the date on cards
especially out of the ordinary this
says that the cards will expire in
year, although the lithe U.S. mail
four years, the magnetic strips on
was a a lot slower than we had
the cards - where much of the
anticipated," Barrera said.
card's personal information is conAn additional 50 or so cards sent
tained - will be deacti vated once
through interdepartmental mail were
students leave MIT.
returned because of errors 'in the
. There is a concern that students
addresses, she said.
might still use the card for student
"It's hard," Barrera said. There
discounts even after they graduate,
is "a whole lot of information to put
but Barrera is not worried about 't.
into the system, and it dOlJsn't hap"We thought about that," she said.
pen ovemi~ht."
"We like to think that students are
honest."
New functions may be in store
The ollly reason that the change
This year's MIT Card has no
in the expiration date Wa'S not made
sooner was because "not all depart- . new functions added since last year,
,but there may be some ch;mges in
ments are hooked up to the Student
store down the road, Maguire said.
Information
System," making it
Currently, the card is used for
more difficult
for them to gain
dining
plans,
use of campus
access to the most updated informalibraries, and access to dormitory
tion, Barrera said.
entrances, parking lots, and various
"We've
had to dea'l with the
Registrar's Office" to get that dorie,
buildings on campus.
Compared to the number of serBarrera said.
Campus Police are not tied to
vices other schools offer on ttteir
identification cards, MIT is in the
SIS, for example, Barrera said. "I

"upper middle," Maguire said.
Future possibilities for the MIT
Card may include linking it to bank
functions and allowing it to be used
for supermarket purchases, like a
credit or debit card. "This stuff is all
very exciting," Maguire said. .
Currently,
the
MIT
Card
Steering Committee and the MIT
Card Privacy Committee are looking at a number of security and privacy issues. Any new application
must be looked at before it is made

part of the card.
Currently, the issue of whether
or not the card can be used as collateral for items loaned by dormitory
desks is still being examined.
HFS instructed dormitories
to
stop accepting the card as collateral
in April 1995. But while dormitories
officially are not supposed to ask for
the card, Maguire acknowledged
that many still do. "It's a hard thing
to mandate," he said. "We need a
better system, no question."
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Carlbbe~n Dining & Entertainment
In a relaxed. atmosphere'

DINNEI\ SEVEN DAYS PEl\. WEEK
AFTEl\. 5:30PM
LIVE MUSIC & DANCING
EVEl\ Y Fl\JDA Y &>• SA TUI\DA Y
. at 10:30pm 21+

SaGA

~

R.EGGAE

Only $4 cover with this ad (offer expires October 19)
R.HYTHM

~

SPICE

315 Ma,s,s.Ave,CatTlbrldge,Ma

02139

(617)497-0977

.CA TEI\ING
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AV AILABLE

Get an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac.
Don't pay for 90 .days.
MIT Computer Connection

Power "'clntosh'

7200

PowerPC'601/120 MH1I16MB RAM
1.2GB/BK CD-ROAf//5" display

Power ... clnto .... 5400

Color StyleWrlter' 2500

PowerPC'60Jel120 MH1I16MB RAM
1.6GB/BK CD-ROM/15" display

720x360dJ»
Only $34{)

student Center, Lower Level
<..x,~'. ,.
3-7686, mcc@mit.edu
,: \..
http://web.mit.edu/mcc/www/
We're your back-to-school computer .source.
Free one-year ~pple warranty.

Offer exlJires 0cI0ber 11, 1996. No paymenI of interesl or principal will be rl!ljuiret/ for 90 days. InJeresJ accruing during Ihis 90-day perkxJ will be added Jo /he principal and will beaiinleres~ wbich wiU be included in /he repaymenl schtxJule. For example, the monlb of May 1996 bad an InleresJ rale of 12./5% wilb
an Annual Perr:enlage Rale (APR) of 13.93'Yo. A montbly payment of 147.49 Jor /be Power M~72001120 system is an estimale based on a lolal loan am0!lnl of $2,76596, wbich indudes a sample purchase price of $2,560 and a 6% lean originalion fee. Inleresl is variable based on /be Prime Rille as reported on the
Ib business day of lbe monlb In The w.ill Street journal, plus a spread of 39'Yo. Monlbly paymenl and APR shown awmes defermerd of principal and doeS not tndude slott or local sales tax. 1be'Apple Computer Loan has an B-year lealllerm u/ith 110 prepaymenJ penally and is subjecJ to aediI approval. Monthly JKl{
menls may vary depetlding on adual rompuler s)'slem prices, lola/lean amounls, slale and locm sales taxes and a chaTlge In lbe monlhly variable hlterest rate. @1996 APPle Computer, Inc. All righls reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, AppleCAre, LaserWriler, Mac, Macintosh, Per!orma, PowerIJooj, Power MacinJosb aid
leWri/er are regislered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Power Mac is a lradetnark of Apple Computer, Ine. POWer-PCis a /rademari of International Business Machines CoT1JO!:.tltion,used under license therefrom.
\
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omination to the MIT C~rporation for
Final Year Students and Recent Graduates
(1995, 1996, 1997 Graduate)

Attention
1996 or 1997
Graduates:

DUE DATE: NOVEMBER 4, 1996
ominee:'
Degree:
Address:

Year:

Phone:

Make a difference!

(h)

(w)

°

Please briefly state why you have chosen to nominate this
individual (self-nominations welcome). Any additional
information
you can provide, (relevant a~tivities,
references, etc.) is also welcome.

_

t.

The

ballot

to elect

ZAREENA

USSA/~

Sabrina A. Birnbaum '98 guards the ball from a Nichols
College player during the women's soccer team's match on
Tuesday. The Engineers tied 2-2 after two overtlmes.

Discover how you can make a
difference on issues such as
Student
LOire, Graoduate
Funding, MIT Research and
more on October
3 when
members of the Corporation
will be on hand to discuss how
to be elected to the Corporation.
young

alumni/ae (1995, 1996, 1997
\

graduates) to the Corporation
needs
strong
candidates.
Could that be y'ou or a friend
at MIT? Herald your interests.
and concerns by nominating
yourself or a friend.

"

Your Name:.
MIT Affiliation:'
Address:

......:.__

~

Phone:

•

_

(h)
(w)

/

Watch your mail for nomination notices and come to the
Open Meeting on Thursday,
October
3, 1996 in the
Simonides Conference room,
3-207, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Share a pizza with members of
the Corporation and learn h0'Y
you can make a difference .f.~~.
the student body at MIT .
See

left for nomination form.

Please forward nominations to Bonnie Jones at 3-8212 or
<jonsey@mit.edu> no later than Nov. 4. Your nominee
will be contacted for further information.

•
"

..

-:

•

SRI International is a world-renowned
scientific and engineering research
organization. . The Applied Electro ..
magnetics and Optics Laboratory at ,
SRI International, is now recruiting
for exceptionallytalented s~ientistsand
engineers to participatt? in a variety of
remo~esensing, optical and commercial
electronics programs.

• Space, atmospheric and oceanographic phenomenology

Positions for Research Engineers,
Physicists, and Computer Science
professionals offer opportunities to
participate in challenging and very
advanced research on visible-IRmicrowave remote sensing, physical '
phenomena
and related
signal
processing algorithms as well as
participation in analogi digital design
process.

• Analogi digital design

We invite you to apply for these
positions if you have a degree in
Physics, 'Engineering, Meteorology,
Computing Sciences or other related
fields.
You should also have
demonstrated innovative approaches to
scientific research and. computational
problems, good communication skills,
a publication record, and experience.in
,serval of the following areas:
'C

• Terrestrial or deep space remote
sensing with electro-optics, radars,
and radiometers.

VISIT THE
M.I. T. SUKKAH
\

• Scientific computing using super
computers and Massively Parallel
Processors _
• Signal andlor image pOrocessing
algorithms and information theory

• Electromagnetic processes
I,

• Computational physics
SRI International is an eqiial opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship
required. . Applicants selected will be
subject to a security investigation and
must meet eligibility requirements for
accessto classifiedinformation.

SEPTEMBER 27
to OCTOBER 5
KRESGE OVAL

°

Please mail,
resume to:

fax or e-mail

your

• Open for .'meals & visits •
• Lulov' & etrog available •

Jeanie Tooker, SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 717RA
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Fax: (415) 859-4222
E-mail: jean_tooker@qm.sri.com

Open for the
M.I. T ~Community

~OE/M/F/D/V.

. '. Sponsored

SRI International

I

'"

"

by M.I.T.. Hillel

#253-2982
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ACROSS
1 Bo'ok covers
8 Western hemisphere

country
15 Chilean seaport

49 First word of
Clement Hoore poem
51 Sister
52 U. of Michigan's
arch-rival
55 Lawyer (abbr.)
56 A friend ----...
61 Income statement
item
63 D~ughter of Minos
and Pas iphae
64 Pause in a 1 ine of
verse
,65 Certain fringe
• benefit
66 Collected
67 Most uptight

16 Rules
17 Pr-<ll1lote
the
development of
18 Wolfgang ---Hozart
19 Patriot Hale
20 Family member
21 Depot (abbr,)
22 Jazz form
24 Greek letters
26 Adjusted, ~s
currency
31 California desert
35 Gil bert and Su 1DOWN
livan output
1 Islamic spirit
37 Ancient Greek
2 B~ginnin9 for lung
Valley
3 Mr. Gowdy
38 Swelling
4 ---- and kin
39 Cut
5 Unchanging
41 Actress Grey, et al. 6.Attendances
42 Paul Sunyan
7 Meet a poker bet
activity
, 8 Let out ____
44 City near S~n
(displayed shock)
Bernardino
9 Oedipal symptom
46 Donald Trump, e.g. 10 Tax ____
48 Like Liberace's
11 Roulette color
clothing
12 Angers

(&) Edward Jul ius

Collegiate
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45 ---joke
13 Scandinavian king
47 Disposition
(var. )
50 Beginning for fast
14 Organization
52 Killer whale
(abbr.)
53 Line of stitching
23 Tchaikovsky
54 Eye layer
25 Chinese province
57 Prefix: nose
26 Actor who played
58 Hiss Adams
Hr. Chips
59 Baseball hall-of27 Powerful glue
famer Slaughter
28 Hindu language
60 Fender imperfection
29 "Th ings ---- what
'62 Suffix for count
they seem"
63 Mighty Joe Young,
30 Famous cup
for one
32 With full force
33 Sells: Sp.
34 Let up
36 "Little Foys" \
40 Like some courses •
43 Section of Brooklyn

PUZZLE
SOLUTIONS
FROM LAST ISSUE

21
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Which of the following artistic geniuse~ are'
coming soon to MIT?
.
\

I) Elvis: Rock Music
II) Jimi Hendrix: Guitar
III) Ravi Shankar: Sitar
IV) Ali Akbar Khan: Sarod
V) Kelucharati Mohapatra: Odissi Dance

.

.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
• Help Wanted
Chlldcare for 3mo and 2yr glits wanted. 4 days/week,
40 hours total.
Brookline Coolidge Comer location on
Green Line. Requirements: infant and
toddler experience,
non-smoking.
excellent references. Call 734-4701.
Students make $5,000 each, and
every week with our unique method.
Guaranteed
free information.
No
experience required. Rush long SASE
to: DJR Marketing, PO Box 120206MiT3, San Antonio, TX 78212

.

Answer: (IV) and (V) ,Only

Statistician Ph.D. Statistician needed for investment managment company. Person to develop statistical
models for international equities trading. Compensation
includes guaranteed base plus bonus or royalties
based on actual model performance.
Resumes
to
Kronos
Asset
Management,
168 Brattle
Street
Cambridge, MA 02138 or fax 617876-5006

• For Sale
Personal Computer •. Shopping and
delivery at your doorstep.
Check .out
our 'Roadrunners
Series'. Visit:
http://www.asacomputers.com

• Travel
Free Trips & Cashl And out how hundreds of student

representativ~s

are

already earning free trips and lots of

• Housing

cash with America's

#1 Spring Break

company! Sell only 15 trips and travNice 3Br Apt quiet neighborhood
mod. B&K 2 Porches,2 ceiling fans
el free I Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,'
w/w.3
minute
walk.
for
bus
Jamaica
or FloridalCampus Manager
#80,96,94
for Harvard
& Davis
Square.Near shopping west Medford : positions
also available. Call nowl
looking for 3 or 4 professional
10
Take
a
break
student travel (800)9550+. Call 393-4827
or leave mes-'
sage 1 800 564 1234 x958 Anal
BREAK!
ASAP

• Information

• Travel
Spring Break '97 - Sell Trips, earn
cash, and go free.
STS is hiring
Campus Reps/Group
Organizers to
promote. trips to Cancun, Jamaica,
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849
for
information on joining America's #1
Student Tour Operator..
.

Do Yo~ Need To A. Lose Weight B.
Feel More

Energy

C. Make

More

Money D. Have Better HealthE. All of
The Above if you answered

YES to

. any of the above ... Call: 553-1420

---~"
Finan'cial'Ai'(I'Deadlines
Undergraduate renewal financial aid applications for the 1996-97
academic year were due in the Student Financial Aid Office
April 26, 1996 to insure a financial aid decision would be
reflected on the first'Bursar's bill (mailed last July).

.............................
-

.

~

.

:

It's free when you sign with
AlBa: Call 1800 533-6198.

Applications have been and will continue to be accepted, but
applicants will be responsible for making arrangements to pay
any Bursar charge~ until a financial aid decision can be made.
Applicants will also be responsible for payment of any finance
charges or late fees incurred on unpaid balances.

-

NAFSA

Applications from students registered for(or planning to be
registered for) the fall term, which are completed after October 4,
1996 (fall term Add Date), will be designated as late. Lat~ appli- .
cants will be assessed a penalty in -reduced MIT Grant eligibility
equaling 5% of the initially calculated parents' contribution, or
$500.00, whichever is greater. The 'penalty will double if applications are completed after November 20, 1996 (fall term Drop
Date). MIT Grants for 1996-97 will not be available at all to
students whose applications for financial aid for the fall term
become compl~te after March 7,1997 (spring term Add Date). *

-=ATaT

STA Travel is the world's largest
travel organization specializing
in low-co,t travel for students.

Students unable to meet these de~dlines because of exten~ating
circumstances should notify the Student Financial Aid Office.

*

•.ID caros & .

• Slydenl Airfares

• Travel Insurance

Hostel Membership

• Domestic DisCounts

Students who register for only the spring term will be designated as
late if thei'r applications for financial aid become complete after
March 7,.-1997.(spring term.Add Date). The p~nalty will double after
April 24, 1997 (spring term Drop Date). MIT Grants will become
unavailable to these students.on May 15; 1997. '.

• Spring Break

• Eurail Passes

• Pac~ages for 18-~4 yrs.

• Around the World

pssy! Goi"g somewhere else? STA Travel has' great .'
student airfares. to de~nations

around the world.

.
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Rugby's Tradition
In English.Roots: .,.,
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Reaches Engineers .....
By Chris Townsend
and Mike Rfe

1974). A tradition that started in the .
mid-1980s is a biannual intern'ationTEAM MEMBERS
al tour. England, W~le , France, and :
In 1822, William Webb Ellis, a
Japan have all played host to MIT
16-year-old student at the Rugby
during the past decade. In return, the
school in England, picked up the
club has welcomed
teams from
ball during a soccer match and creScotland, England, and Canada.
ated the game of rugby.
Last season was both bitt~r and
For over a century, the sport
sweet for MlT's men's team .. In the
remained strictly amateur,. due in . fall, the Engineers competed in the
part to its connections
with the
challenging
New England Club
English scho~ls. But the influence
division with hopes of rising to the
of the game has spread far and wide,
occasion and increasing their level
and modem rugby has become truly
of play. They were able to hold their
international.
own against difficult teams like
•
During the past 20 years, the traWorcester and Charles River but
ditional northern hemisphere teams
w~re not able to secure any wins ..
(England, France, SC9tland, Ireland,
Most disappointing
was a threeand Wales) have been consistently
point loss to the Harvard Business
outplayed by teams from Australia,
School team.
New Zealand, and South Africa,
The men's team made a great
which have developed levels of fitcomeback in the spring and was
ness and skill that have continually
undefeated up until the .Iast game
set new standards, leading the game
against the Boston Rattlers club
into the professional era.
side. They seemed to draw upon
In 1987, 16 nations participated
their fall experiences and showed up
in the first Rugby World Cup in
in force ~o annihilate
Harvard
New Zealand, which was won by
Business School 45-0.
the home country. Public interest in .
The squad showed depth in num_ the event has risen dramatically in
bers b~ competing most of the seathe two competitions since then. In
son WIth several reserve players
1995, a television audience of 200
covering.
for inJure(J regulars,_
million saw South Africa defeat
including
team captC\in Dave
New Zealand in the final in Pretoria,.
Stracher who was out with a broken
South Africa in front of Nelson
leg from the. second game. '
Mandela.
Coming off a near-perfect record
Rugby football at MIT ~as. its . in spring play, the RuckingB~aver~,
.own distinguished history. There are
are excited about scrpmming down
school records of playing dating
with some old adversaries this fall.
back as early as 1882, making the
The highlight of the schedule is
club one of the oldest in the United
t~e local match against Harvard
States. Flourishing membership durBusiness
School, wh.ich. will p,e
iog the 1950s' was a' driving force
looking to avenge its' defeat' at the'
for the development
of rugby in . h~nds ofMIT last April.
New IEngland and led to the estab:-. "-'-'-t.However, MIT is confident
lishrrtent of the New England Rugby '. about the gam'e. "HBS had nothing
Football Union, of which MIT is the
but excuses after we crushed them
, oldest member.
in ;\'prjl;"
said Coach Stephen
In 1960, MIT rugby alumni
...Wilhelin. "We don't expect anyfounded the Boston Rugby Football
. thing different this fall," ,
'
Club, now one~'of the premier teams ,. '. All MIT' affiliate.s.:'are ..:welcome' .
in the country. With encouragement'
.to'play
r~gby;',witli. th~'Rucking;:
from the men's team, the MIT:,' Bdlvers: The te'amcaters
to both ....
Women's RFC was formed ird976.,
novice and'e'Xperie~c'e<l pl~yers,',:'
Both the men's and women's
regardless of age. For more inforteams have had considerable
suc-.' mation~. ~ontack
team: captain
cess in competitions
on the East
J~ff
. Bucci
,(x3-570 I,
Coast. In particular, the J)ien's team' 'jbucd@wctf;m.it.'edu)"or'visit
the
• is the only college team to ever win
team's
Web~.'
site:'
at ,
the NERFC
championship
(in
http://minihelix:mif.edu(arl(1Ug/Jy.''~/.,

T~

PYat~tt,.
~at1d'~
.nvMbcw O~
~~e."i~
avtnov; bri,,<¥ hi~ VIlitlle. ~e.
~
of hVMor- and fCWl~ to hi~' 'at~t wo~ .
~t in hi~ biuw~ cwtd bG.loved Di~ond/
'fu,t of c..la-, folloM ~ C-oMM~
of
fhG. ArJd1 fv\oYporlc- .t:i~. ~vCW"d/ Sir- SaMVG-I
ViM~ . cwtd hi~ DwaYf U>Mpatliotl, C-orpoYal.'.
~
~tH~-ttOM on ~ mil
of'art it1Y'i~ibl~fdllG-Y. ~ir- hi&"~ vn~val
it1Y'~ti~on
to fhG.
. OtlG-. thi~ ~
~~ U>vld do .
" without-a. Ki~

'~ad~~

of

...
' 'fu,t

a dou-n Di~ond

.
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MOr-~ than

titl~.

-= HarperPrism

An Imprint of HarperPaperbacks

http://www.harpercollin~.com.

, Meet Terry PratchetfSunday. 9/29 at
Waterstones Booksellers in Burlington: .
2-4PM
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What do conege stu4ents
want in .a. bookstore?
.

.

Convenience
• On Mass. Ave. in Harvard Square,.
'. -Open Mon-Thur 9:30am-ll:00pm
Fri. & S~t. till Midnight :.
.Sundays lO:OOam-lO:OOpl11.
.

I

,Selection
Setting the standard for academic
depth.and strength, we feature "a deep
focus on philosophy, cultural
and critical theory, women's studies,
cognitive science, and Judaica.",
1995-96 Unofficial Guide to Life at Harvard

,

Hanrard
Book Store
5"0

1932

.Value
• Save 20% with "Books Plus,"
~-our frequent buyer program
.

.

• Save 20% with'.our "Featured Fifty,"
-- a monthly selection of fifty
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SPORTS
Women's X-Country

•

Places 5th atUMass
As the race was -delayed a half
hour the runners were able to relax '
The women's cross country team and regroup before the gun. Once
finished fifth at the UMasscompetition began, MIT elbowed its
Dartmouth Invitational meet last
ay into g(,>odposition when forced
Saturday.
to merge 200 meters from the startThe UMass- Dartmouth meet is ing line.
'
the first large invitational of the
Despite warm, sunny weather,
season and offers MIT the opportu- patches of mud and wet grass dotted
nity to race against some of the the
five-kilometer
course.
best teams in New England.
Nevertheless,
the Engineers
Among the field of 27 teams were attacked the terrain without hesitaDivision I Brown University and tion and continued to move farther
Division 11 Southern Connecticut
ahead as the race progressed.
College.
Janis Eisenberg '98 was the first
While the experience can be .MIT runner to cross the finish line,
daunting, MIT ended the meet with with a seventh-place finish in a time
129 points, beating a few schools
of 19: I O. Lauren Klatsky '97 finthat had defeated them last season, ished in 12th with a time of 19:23, a
including Springfield College (156 16-second improvement from last
points), Bates College (158 points), season.
SHUE-FEN TUNG
and the U.S. Coast Guard Academy
The women's cross country team placed fifth at the UMass-Dartmouth Invltatl~nal on Sat~~ay.
Crossing the line in 19:52 tn 18th
. (184 points).
,<,
place was Shue-Fen Tung '00, the
{.
third MIT runner to finish in the top
20. The final two scorers for MIT
were Debbie Won '00 and Robin
Evans '99 who took places 39 and 56
. ~.
respectively in 20:31 and 21:14. Leah
Nichols
'00 and Tanya Zelevinski '99
The team played strongly against the fonner
Despite the. two. goal deficit, MIT kept up a
By Stephanie Maltert
rounded out MIT's varsity squad with
TEAM MEMBER
strong offensive drive. With only 54 seconds Division I team. Springfield said that MlT protimes of 21:27 and 21:52 to finish in
The MlT field hockey team had a good left in the half, the Engineers answered back vided them with some of their toughest compeplaces 62 and 72.
tition
this
season.
with
a
goal
to
pull
them
within
one
of
showing against Springfield College, Tuesday
The team seemed to have tranAlthough the team lost the game, one highSpringfield.
night, although they lost the game 3-1.
scended any anxiety caused by the
The goal, which sent the Springfield goalie light for the Engineers this week was the nam. The former Division I Springfield team,
sheer magnitude of the field and
which still consists of many Division I players, to the turf, was scored by Maddy Burke '99 off ing of senior co-captain Katherine Merilees '97
the names written on the jerseys.
came into the match with a 4-0 record, making a pass from Tracy Sadowski '99. The goal as New England Women~s 8 player of the
Coach Joseph Sousa was pleased
it the toughest competition MIT has so far marks the first time Springfield has been scored week. She received the honor after scoring her
with the women, saying that they
100th point for the team. Merilees is the first
.
faced this season. The Engineers played with . on this season.
exhibited the qualities of a "true
MIT
field
hockey
player
to
score
over
100
Despite a strong second-half showing by
intensity and determination. However, they
team."
MlT, Springfield was able to score one final points.
were defeated in regular time.
MIT looks. forward to tomorrpw
The team's next home game is Tuesday
Springfield scored two goals in the.first half goal minutes before the buzzer to seal their vicwhen they will travel to the Rhode
against Amherst College at 7 p.m.
tory at ~-I.
with 22:55 and 6:23 minutes remaining.
Island College Invitational.'
By Lauren Klatsky
TEAM MEMBER

I

Field HockeY,Drops One to Springfield

•

,.

Brocoum Misses {}-'-7,in Week Packed with NFL Surprises
By Chris Brocoum

.

SPORTS COLUMNIST

•

•

Last week was quite eventful. A
north Korean submarine
ran
aground off the coast of South
Korea after dropping off covert
military comA WORD ON mandos. The

r:JmIlD3

As the league begins to diverge,
I just want to make a case for how
much parity exists aroun<;lthe NFL.
The four undefeated teams Indianapolis, K.C., Minnesota, and
Carolina (silly me, I thought they
were an expansion team)are
.nicely offset by the four goose egg
teams - N.J. Jets, Tampa Bay,
. New Orleans, and Atlanta. I think
that evens out rather nicely, don't
you?'
Always eager to rise to the challenge, I have carefully picked this
week's games., I even double
. checked the rules making sure that
touchdowns do, in fact, count more
. than field goals. So, the picks, week
five:
Carolina is having no trouble
finding NFL talent. Jacksonville
will discover just what NFL talent is
-Carolina.
Denver and Cincinnati. Is there
any reason anyone would bet FOR
the Bengals?
Detroit looked good last week
over da Bearsl Tampa Bay is just

~n~~~a~i~~ta~
held its breath
at reports of Boris Yeltsin' s serious heart problems. The Rocket
Roger Clemens tied his own 10. year-old strikeout record for.a
game at 20. The Dallas Cowboys
lost yet another game to go 1-3 for
the season... and I was 6-7. What
was that last little thing? 6-7 ~
Oops.
In the interests' of career
advancement and job security, I will
be moving up to the big time to
cbver MIT B-Ieague intramural
football, and see if I can at least
break .500.
I know my limits and I
acknowledge my disaster last
week. I am a reasonable guy and I
must therefore learn from this
experience. I must try to figure out
why the NFL screwed up so bad
last week. The most rational explanation I can develop is that a
bizarre zodiacal
coincidence
caused all the planets to align and
thus altered the trajectory of the
football all day Sunday.
Another possibility is that.maybe
I have no idea what I am talking
about. These hypotheses are currently being tested by the strictest
experimental methods. Results to .
follow.
What a wild week. The. unbeatable Packers looked a -little green as
the Vikings pulled off a huge upset.
Dallas is digging itself a bigger and
bigger hole with each ugly loss. San
Francisco slept from about noon
Sunday to around four o'clock. No,
that wasn't just a bad dream, Mr.
Young.

one care? Take St. Louis.
looking like Tampa Bay.
The Jets qUflrterback is Neil
Houston at Pittsburgh. I will
O'Donnell. The red hot Redskins
guarantee victory for the Steelers.
Minnesota is undefeated. The win easily.
Monday Night Special: Dallas
Giants are the Giants. (I must
apologize to all those Vikings fans
out there. I like the Vikings, I
even have a big purple Vikings
jacket and I still got influenced by
the Green Bay bandwagon last
week. I guess I got what I deserved.)
Being a Pittsburgh fan, I have no
love for the former Browns.
However, I do respect the Ravens a
lot more than I respect the Saints.
Da Bears over the Raiders.
San Francisco merely had an out
of body experience or something
last week. They will be back against
the Falcons.
Green Bay may have stumbled,
but they still have too much poise
for the Seahawks.
Kansas City is doing well for
some odd reason .. Look out San
Di.ego. .
St. Louis at Arizona. Does any-

Coach Barry Switzer better watch
his back. Ge~ting Michael Irving
back is a good thing? The Eagles
win a good battle.
Last week: 6-7. Season: 15-1 I.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS.
Friday, Sept. 27
Baseball vs. Massasoit Community College, 3 p.m'.
Golfvs. Tufts and Worcester Polyte~hnic InstitUte, t.p.m ..
" Men's Tennis'v's. Babson, 3:30 p.m.L. ;t~k' '..;,',.
.
Woni~n~!jVolleyb,all Invitational ToUrnament,4:30 p.m.
.,1
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Satu'rday i'Sept. 28
Football vs ..'!VestemNew Er:tglandCollege, noon~
.
Sailing, New EnglandSingle-Handed Elimination, 9:30 a.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Norwich, 3:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. WPI, I p.m.
Women's Volleyball Invitational, 9 a.~.
Sunday, Sept. 29
Sailing, New England Single -Handed Elimination, 9:30 a.m.

'IRJ SCHINDLER-THE

TECH

Forward Scott Q. Barnard '97 Jumps over a Fontbonne
College's defenseman to head the ball to Andres J. Vlllaquiran
'97 In Sunday'S
men's soccer team's
game against
Fontbonne. MIT won 7-0.

